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Household Income and Residential Demand for Internet Service
Chairperson: Douglas Dalenberg
This thesis contributes to existing literature concerning demand for Internet services and
the digital divide. In particular, the income-related digital divide is addressed. Data were
obtained from 211 personal interviews conducted in Tooele, Utah during the summer of
2005. Respondents were asked to provide several household characteristics, including
household income. The respondents were then presented with three hypothetical
scenarios, in which connection speeds were varied for two broadband plans and prices
were varied for the broadband plans and a dial-up plan. Given these scenarios, the
respondents stated their preferred option, which was either one of the three Internet
subscriptions or no residential service at all. Nested Logit was used to estimate the
effects of household characteristics on demand. Results indicate that low-income
households demand less residential service (and lower quality service) than other
households not only because of their relatively tight budget constraints but also because
of differing preferences for Internet applications.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

As with other goods and services, the laws of supply and demand govern residential
Internet service. Providers enter and leave the market in search of profits, and customers
make subscription decisions consistent with utility maximization. The resulting
equilibrium involves a heterogeneous market landscape with numerous providers and
service levels. While some consumers enjoy high-quality broadband residential access,
others subscribe to dial-up service or no service at all.
The optimality of the present allocation of residential access is debatable. Those
concerned with current take-up rates cite two reasons to encourage increased residential
penetration. First, maximization of an Internet-related “society net benefit” requires high
overall subscription rates. For email and instant messaging, high subscription rates
increase network-related positive externalities. For other Internet applications, they
induce beneficial investments that would be too costly for a small customer base.
Unfortunately, potential consumers might be hesitant to pay for email and instant
messaging services until their “neighbors” subscribe first. In addition, they might not
feel the presently available benefits of other aspects of Internet service warrant the price
of that service either. As such, potential benefits go unrealized as network growth occurs
slowly and as Internet application investments occur at a suboptimal pace. The present
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thesis, however, relates to a second reason for encouraging subscription rate growth: the
digital divide.
The digital divide refers to the difference in subscription rates among subgroups of
the population. Commonly cited disadvantaged subgroups include ethnic minorities,
rural communities, and low-income households. Those concerned with the digital divide
feel Internet access is more important than many other goods and services. Arguably,
lower-than-average access rates equate to lower-than-average opportunity and mobility.
Concerns about the digital-divide stem from the many opportunities afforded by
Internet access. Consumers with e-mail and instant messaging are able to interact not
only with friends and family but also with government agencies and educators. The
Internet provides information which aids informed voting and effective employment
searching. Web searches enable access to medical information, emergency services, and
other information. In addition, experience with the Internet is expected for many jobs.
Some additional benefits of Internet access, such as gaming and online shopping, may not
differ substantially from benefits of many conventional goods and services. However,
households which do not access these benefits only because they are unaware of their
existence are nonetheless disadvantaged. Arguably, closing the digital divide requires
widespread access across all subpopulations and improved understanding of Internetafforded opportunities.
This thesis is primarily concerned with the income-based digital divide.
Econometric estimation of residential access demand is used to determine the effect of
income on subscription rates. Specifically, a nested Logit model is employed to assess
the role of income in determining whether a household subscribes to the Internet and
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whether subscribers choose dial-up service or broadband. Supply-side issues are not
rigorously examined; however, the data source for the thesis— surveys conducted in
Tooele, Utah—ensure similar supply for all households. This focus is not intended to
downplay supply’s role in the digital divide. Particularly for broadband, supply concerns
need to be examined and addressed. However, such concerns are beyond the scope of
this thesis.
Estimation results indicate that demand for Internet service is indeed correlated
with household income. If the prices of dial-up, and two broadband options that are 10
and 45 times the speed of dial-up are $15, $30, and $45 per month respectively, 96
percent of high-income households (income > $50,000 ) but only 57 percent of lowincome households (income < $30,000) are expected to subscribe to Internet service.
Seventy-two percent of high-income and 20 percent of low-income households are
expected to subscribe to broadband service; with 29 and 4 percent of total households
subscribing to the faster option. Statistically, high-income households demand
significantly more service and service of significantly higher quality than low-income
households.
Additional analysis suggests possible reasons for differences in demand between
high-income and low-income households. Notably, the budget-constraint effect of
income itself appears less important than the combined effect of other causes, such as
education and general preferences for “high-tech” goods and services, which are
correlated with income. By setting all non-income household-specific variables to
sample median levels, the percentages of high-income and low-income households that
subscribe to the Internet are 95 and 88 percent. The percentages subscribing to
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broadband service are 63 and 38 percent; 20 and 9 percent opt for the higher speed
broadband service.
Appendix A provides a general background of residential demand for Internet
service. Growth in residential access is tracked, and Internet-related benefits are detailed.
In addition, the concept of the digital divide is addressed in more detail. The combined
thesis contributes to existing knowledge of the extent to which low-income households
demand Internet services differently than high-income households. This knowledge
provides a basis for developing strategies to bridge the digital divide.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Initial academic research of demand for Internet services occurred before much of
the population was aware of the Internet or understood what it offered. Gary Madden and
Michael Simpson (1996) of the Curtin University of Technology in Australia pioneered
much of this research. In 1995, these researchers examined likely demand for Internet
Services in Australia, and because their study occurred before these services had been
“rolled out”, their research relied on stated-preference data. Through door-to-door
household interviews, Madden and Simpson examined the hypothesis that socially
disadvantaged groups have less interest in Internet services than other groups. Madden
and Simpson’s survey mainly obtained demographic data. These data were then used to
generate variables indicating social disadvantage. Notably, the survey did not posit
hypothetical prices; instead, it merely asked whether respondents were interested in
service subscription. Using a binary Probit model, Madden and Simpson analyzed their
data. The model correctly predicted 80.9 percent of sample observations. Household
size and level of education had significantly positive impacts on stated interest in
subscription; age had a negative impact (a=0.05). Although not significantly, income
(above or below poverty line) positively impacted subscription interest.
Madden and Simpson concluded that household traits predict subscription interest
well. They found that “standard approaches to address problems of access-disadvantage
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through direct subsidization or implicit cross-subsidization are unlikely to be successful
without ancillary measures, such as targeted education programs.” (Madden and Simpson
1996, p. 266).
In subsequent research, Madden and Simpson (1997) examined probable Internet
subscription rates and subscriber profdes. As in their previous study, they relied on
stated-preference data. Interviewers obtained demographic data and queried respondents
concerning possible interest in online entertainment, information, transactions, and
communications services. Interviewers posited hypothetical prices to respondents
expressing interest in at least one service. Prices were specified for a nonrecurring set-up
fee and a monthly rental rate. Given these prices, respondents stated whether they would
subscribe to Internet services. By responding to three possible pricing schemes, each
respondent provided multiple observations.
Madden and Simpson used a binary Probit model to successfully classify 84.1
percent o f sample observations. Although both the set-up fee and the monthly rental rate
had expected negative effects on subscriber interest, only the set-up fee’s effect was
statistically significant (a=0.05). Additionally, occupation, household size, and
respondent age (as well as income at a=0.10) significantly affected subscriber interest
(a=0.05).
Overall, Madden and Simpson found that reductions in household incomes and
increases in set-up fees and monthly rental rates increase price elasticity. They concluded
that well designed set-up fees may increase interest in Internet services substantially.
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Demand for Dial-up Services
In the United States, researchers initially began to explore demand for Internet
services in the late 1990s. Rappoport et al. (1998) analyzed proprietary ReQuest III data
i

obtained from surveys distributed in 1996. Kridel et al. (1999) performed similar
analysis on follow-up 1997 ReQuest IV data.
Approximately 31,000 households responded to the ReQuest surveys.
Respondents stated whether they had Internet access and provided economic, socio
demographic, and other information. Notably, the 1996 survey did not distinguish
between residential access and access at work, school, or other locations. This omission
explains the 5 percent of respondents with Internet Access who reported no home
computer.
ReQuest data were analyzed with a binary Logit model. Respondents' access to
the Internet (residential access only for 1997 data) was explained with price of access,
household income, and other variables. Notably, the price used for a specific consumer
depended on whether the consumer subscribed to Internet service. If the consumer
subscribed to Internet service, the price reflected the reported monthly price that the
subscriber actually paid. If the consumer did not subscribe to Internet service, the price
was imputed as the average price paid by subscribers in the state in which the consumer
lived.
Not surprisingly, high prices and low incomes corresponded to low subscription
rates. Notably, income (ReQuest III t-stat = 9.5; ReQuest IV t-stat = 13.4) appeared to

1 distributed by PNR and Associates.
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impact subscription more significantly than price (ReQuest III t-stat = -3.9; ReQuest IV tstat = -5.2).
In both surveys, age and education significantly impacted subscription rates (with
expected negative and positive coefficient signs, respectively). For the ReQuest III
survey, however, the estimated impact of household size was surprising. Unexpectedly,
increases in household size corresponded to decreases in subscription rates. In the
ReQuest IV analysis, however, household size had an expected, positive impact on
subscription levels.
For both surveys, several variables were employed to summarize household
preferences for “high-tech” devices (cell phone, fax machine, etc.). These variables had
significant positive impacts on household subscription.
For both years, logit analysis posited a low price elasticity of demand—between
0.17 and 0.38 for monthly prices ranging from $9.95 to $19.95. Given these elasticities,
Kridel et al. (1999) suggested that price reductions were not an important factor in rapid
subscription growth. Rather, the growth was “substantially an endogenous process fueled
by network and usage externalities.” (Kridel et al. 1999, p. 39). The researchers further
suggested that some potential improvements to their analysis might include modeling
access jointly with households' decisions concerning computer ownership, improving
pricing data, and addressing time spent online through measurement or self-reporting.
Using two data sets, Cracknell et al. (2002) attempted to explain Internet demand
in the United Kingdom. The first data set enabled a time-series OLS regression on nearly
four years of monthly voice and dial-up Internet minutes. Because both dial-up Internet
and voice service were billed at measured rates, elasticities were measured with respect to

usage instead of to number of subscriptions. Explanatory variables controlled for the
number of households with residential subscriptions, total consumer spending, and other
factors. Voice and Internet price elasticities were estimated at -0.51 and -0.80,
respectively.
In addition to time-series modeling, Cracknell et al. specified a Logit model
explaining demand for Internet access. Income, household make-up, and other variables
were employed to explain household demand. Households with high incomes and
households made up of unrelated adults (often students) had higher than average
probabilities of being online. Interestingly, households with only one adult had a lower
than average probability of being online. The study suggests this relatively low
probability might occur because many such adults “go out” more often than other adults
and consequently have less time for Internet.
More recently, Fairlie (2004) estimated demand for Internet Services employing
data from the Computer and Internet Use supplement to the August 2000 Current
Population Survey. A key variable in Fairlie’s study was the respondent’s race or ethnic
background. Fairlie noted that residential Internet access (conditional upon owning a
computer) varied substantially by race. Specifically, the percentages of whites, blacks,
and Mexican-American computer owners with access were 83.7, 72.1, and 67.1 percent,
respectively.2
Fairlie employed logistic regression to estimate the probability that a consumer
who owns a home computer would subscribe to residential Internet service. In an initial

2 Notably, the percentages of whites, blacks, and Mexican-Americans who owned computers were 70.4,
41.3, and 33.0 percent. Unconditional (upon computer ownership) Internet access rates were therefore
58.9, 29.8, and 22.1 percent, respectively.
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regression, Fairlie employed differences in race as the only independent variables.
Blacks and Mexican Americans were significantly less likely to have residential service
than whites (10.1-percent and 14.0-percent less likely, respectively).
In a second regression, Fairlie added additional household-specific explanatory
variables. Fairlie found that income, age, and marital status had expected significant
impacts on probability of access. Households with one or more children between the
ages of 6 and 17 were more likely to have residential access than other households. Also,
occupational differences were significant. Interestingly, those who accessed the Internet
at work were less likely to have residential access than others. The inclusion of
additional variables reduced estimated race differences substantially. Nonetheless, blacks
and Mexican Americans continued to be less likely to have residential service than whites
with similar characteristics (8.6-percent and 9.6-percent less likely, respectively).
In a separate part of his paper, Fairlie approached the race-related digital divide
somewhat differently. Using a linear probability model and linear decomposition
techniques, he attempted to ascertain the extent to which differences in income, education
level, and other variables accounted for differences in Internet demand among races.
Notably, income differences accounted for 15.4 and 15.6 percent of differences between
blacks and whites and between Mexican-Americans and whites, respectively.
Differences in education levels also explained a large part of differences in demand,
especially between whites and Mexican-Americans (19.1 percent). The difference in
demand between Mexican-Americans and whites closed further when Mexican-American
households in which Spanish is the language of choice were excluded from the
comparison.
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Fairlie’s study indicates that race is not an extraneous variable correlated with
income and other independent variables. Along with these other variables, race is an
important component for explaining residential Internet choice.

Demand for additional telephone lines
Before dedicated broadband connections became widely available, many
consumers subscribed to two telephone lines—one for traditional voice service and
another for Internet usage. A second telephone line provided two advantages currently
obtained through broadband— a dedicated Internet connection without interruption to
traditional telephone usage and a step in the direction of “always-on” connectivity.
Consequently, early demand for additional telephone lines indicated possible future
demand for residential broadband services.
Perhaps the earliest study of demand for additional telephone lines was performed
by D. Lynn Solvason (1997) of Bell Canada. Solvason performed nested-logit analysis
using data collected from 37,000 Canadian households. The analysis indicated several
factors significantly impact demand for additional lines. These factors include price,
income, and the number of children/adolescents in the household. Ownership of a fax
machine, a computer, or a PC modem was also important. Solvason’s modeling indicated
that demand for additional lines was price inelastic (-0.480), albeit less so than demand
for the primary service (-0.008).
Using the PNR and Associates’ Bill Harvesting II database, Eisner and Waldon
(1999) addressed demand for dial-up Internet service and for second telephone lines.
Information included demographic characteristics, telephone usage, and whether the
respondent subscribed to a second line and/or an Internet account. Separate bivariate
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probit models were specified to estimate demand for dial-up service and demand for a
second line.
Survey limitations required proxy variables for Intemet-service pricing. For
example, a variable was generated to categorize subscribers in three groups—those
required to pay a monthly fee for unlimited local service, those required to pay a
measured rate for all local usage, and those able to choose between measured and flatrate plans. To proxy possible to 11-charge requirements for accessing the Internet from
certain areas, two additional variables were added. The first was the distance between the
central office serving the household and the nearest central office directly served by
American Online (AOL) or CompuServe. The second variable approximated the size of
the local calling area by indicating whether the household was in an MSA.
Eisner and Waldon concluded there was a strong connection between Intemetservice demand and the demand for a second telephone line. Unsurprisingly, households
with Internet subscriptions were more likely to subscribe to a second line than other
households. Income, profession, and age were statistically significant for both the
Intemet-service and second-line model. Notably, a 10-percent increase from the median
income was estimated to cause a 2.9 percent increase in probability of subscribing to
Internet services and a 3.3-percent increase in probability of having a second line.
Kevin Duffy-Deno (2001) employed an FCC survey of residential telephone
pricing to further explore demand for additional telephone lines. Analysis relied on the
MarketShare Monitor™ (now TNS Market Monitor™) survey. FCC pricing data were
matched to survey data at the county level for a sample size of 11,458 households of
which 22.7 percent had two or more phone lines.
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To simplify analysis, states without flat-rate prices were excluded from the
sample. Logit analysis was then performed to explain demand for multiple phone lines.
Explanatory variables included price, income, household size, occupation, age of head of
household, age of children, technological preferences, marital status, race, geographical
location, telephone company, population density of area, and whether the head of
household works at home. All categories, including income and price, significantly
affected demand. Notably, moving from the median household income category of
$35,000 to $50,000 to the $50,000 to $75,000 category was estimated to increase the
probability of having two or more lines by 12 percent.

Dialup Versus Broadband
In one of the first documented broadband demand studies, Kridel et al. (2002)
estimated demand for cable-modern services by examining a TNS Telecoms ReQuest
household survey covering the fourth quarter of 1999. At the time of the survey, cable
modems were rare but growing rapidly in popularity. Of 32,000 survey respondents,
11,752 accessed the Internet at home, and 408 accessed the Internet through cablemodems. Preliminary data analysis revealed that like dial-up access, cable-modern
penetration correlated negatively with respondent age, positively with education, and
positively with household size.
The study specified a Logit model to explain respondents' choice between dial-up
and cable-modern access. Only respondents living in areas where cable-modern service
was available were included in the analysis. For pricing data, Kridel used each
subscriber's reported price for cable modem access or dial-up access. Average prices
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were used for the service(s) to which a given respondent did not subscribe. Non-price
variables were also specified.
Respondents were categorized into six household income groups (<$15,000;
$15,000-$29,999; $30,000-$44,999; $45,000-$59,999; $60,000-$74,999; and >$75,000).
The probability o f cable-modern subscription generally increased as income increased,
although the probability of the $60,000-$74,999 group was surprisingly lower than that of
the $45,000-$59,999 group. For the lowest income group, cable-modern subscription
probability was significantly lower (alpha<0.05) than for any other group.
Although both price variables had expected negative signs, only the effect of dial
up price was statistically significant (although the cable-modern price’s effect was
borderline, p-value = 0.061). Price elasticities were calculated using model simulation.
The cross price elasticity of dial-up service with respect to cable-modern service was
0.15. At $29.95, $35.95, and $49.95, the cable-modern price elasticity estimates were
-1.075, -1.290, and -1.793, respectively. Consequently, the analysis indicated that cablemodern demand was price elastic. Also, cable-modern demand appeared to be affected
by cable modem price much more than by dial-up price.
Generally, age, household size, and education variables had expected signs.
Households in densely populated regions had a significantly increased probability of
cable-modern subscription. The region of the country in which a subscriber lived also
impacted demand, with the highest demand in the Middle Atlantic States
Kevin Duffy-Deno (2000) examined demand for dial-up service and for both
major broadband alternatives (DSL and cable-modern). A March 2000 Internet survey
was used to obtain data from households whose primary computer used to access the
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Internet was at home. Usable survey responses were obtained from 942 dial-up
households, 763 DSL households, and 1,205 cable-modern households. Collected data
included subscription price which consisted of monthly and nonrecurring charges. Prices
for non-subscribed services were estimated as the leading regional provider’s broadband
price or the average dial-up price paid by regional survey respondents.
Substantial data were collected to explain demand. Specifically, data included
household income, household size, respondent age, education, marital status, presence of
children in household, employment category (professional, management, etc.), place of
work (in or out of home), experience using the Internet (in time), presence of more than
one telephone line (a possible indicator of dial-up service), phone number, and zip code
where the respondent lived. Respondent phone number and zip code enabled
identification of region o f country, local telephone company, local cable provider, and
population density of MSA. Additionally, the phone numbers and zip codes were used to
determine if broadband was available in the area where the respondent lived.
Unfortunately, DSL and cable-modern services are not always offered uniformly
throughout a zip code or wire center service area. Consequently, data analysis may have
somewhat underestimated broadband demand.
Three binomial logit models were analyzed with the data. The first model was
specified to indicate the probability of a household subscribing to broadband instead of
dial-up services. The second and third models included only households that had access
to both DSL and cable-modern service and that subscribed to one of these services.
These models were specified to model the choice between broadband services.
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In the first model, the price (monthly and nonrecurring) of broadband was
calculated for non-broadband subscribers who had access to both types of broadband
service as the average of the DSL and cable-modern prices. Price was included in the
model as the ratio of broadband price to dial-up price. Both the monthly and
nonrecurring prices were very significant (p-value < 0.001). The estimated price
elasticities were -1.28 for the monthly rate and -2.37 for the nonrecurring charge.
Respondents were divided among eight categories of household income. The four
categories with the highest incomes (>$50,000) had significantly higher probabilities of
subscribing to broadband than the category with the lowest income (<$15,000) (a=0.05).
In addition, the two categories with incomes between $25,000 and $50,000 had a higher
probability of broadband subscription than the lowest income category, albeit not
significantly (p-values of 0.081 and 0.072).
Neither age, nor education, nor household size significantly impacted likelihood
of subscribing to broadband. Occupation, however, was significant, with technical
personnel being the most likely subscribers. Households in which the main Internet user
worked at home were 102 percent more likely, and households with a second phone line
50 percent less likely, to subscribe to broadband than other households. Though not
significantly, households with relatively little Internet experience appeared more likely to
subscribe to broadband than experienced households. Additionally, there were
differences based on residency (highest probability of broadband in New England and the
Middle Atlantic States), population density (higher probability in densely populated
areas), telephone company, and cable provider. The significance of the latter two
variables may have represented marketing or other differences.
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In the second model, the probability of choosing DSL instead o f cable-modern
service was estimated. Explanatory variables included price ratios and telephone
company indicator variables. The third model, probability of choosing cable-modern
service instead o f DSL, included cable company indicator variables. All price variables
and some indicator variables were significant for both models. Interestingly, the price
elasticity of demand for the DSL model was -2.54 while the elasticity for the cablemodern model was -0.87. These estimates seem to indicate a general preference for
cable-modern access. Nonetheless, DSL and cable-modern appear to be strong
substitutes.
Using data collected from January to March 2000, Rappoport et al (2001)
performed a comprehensive examination of demand for Internet services. Data were
collected from 20,000 households by the Marketing Science Corporation. The data
showed positive correlations between Internet penetration (both dial-up and broadband)
and level of education, household size, and income. The study grouped respondents into
four Internet access availability groups: dial-up access only, dial-up access and cable
modem, dial-up access and ADSL, and all three types of Internet access.
Rappoport et al employed binomial logit to estimate demand for consumers who
had access to dial-up service only. Explanatory variables included dial-up price and
indicator variables for education, age, gender, and income. Seven income groups were
specified, ranging from less than $15,000 to greater than $100,000. Notably, differences
in income effected significant differences in subscription probability. Dial-up price, age,
gender, and several education levels were also significant (a=0.05).
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Two multinomial logit models were specified for consumers with dial-up and one
broadband service available, either cable-modern or DSL. Interestingly, the price of
cable-modern service significantly affected demand for dial-up service. However, the
price of dial-up service had no effect on demand for cable-modern service. Also income
and gender affected cable-modern demand more than dial-up demand. Results for the
choice between dial-up and ADSL were similar.
The study used nested Logit to analyze demand when all services were available.
Consumers' first choice was among no service, dial-up service, and broadband service.
Results for this first “branch” were consistent with the study's other estimations. The
choice between cable-modern and ADSL service was then nested into the broadband
choice. The only available important factor in this choice was the price differential
between the two services, which significantly affected demand.
Rappoport et al. concluded that the two broadband services are good substitutes
for each other and for dial-up service. They expect to see broadband subscription levels
rise as demand for bandwidth and service levels increase and as broadband prices fall.

Internet Usage
Most studies concerning demand for Internet services address access. Usage,
which is more difficult to measure, is nonetheless an important issue as well. Differences
in usage may partially reflect differences in awareness of Internet-related benefits.
Internet usage is also important because it indicates the value of the Internet to different
income groups. If low-income subscribers use the Internet for similar amounts of time as
high-income subscribers, differences in subscription rates might relate mostly to
differences in income itself. However, if low-income subscribers use the Internet less
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intensively, low-income groups might demand Internet services less than other groups
because they find the Internet less useful. Understanding Internet usage is therefore
crucial to forming appropriate policy to bridge the divide.
Rappoport et al. (2002) assessed Internet access demand in terms not only of
economic, socio-demographic, and price variables, but also of content preferences and
value of time. Their study relied on click-stream data obtained by the Plurimus
Corporation o f Durham, North Carolina. Click-stream data provided information
regarding sites visited and time spent at each site. Plurimus obtained its click-stream data
directly from Internet Service Providers (ISPs). The data summarized the Internet
activity of 3900 dial-up customers and 600 broadband customers in ten cities during
August, 2001. Plurimus classified sites visited into seven categories: Business and
Companies, Entertainment, Financial/Insurance, Information Services, Internet Services,
Online Shopping, and Travel and Places.
Plurimus data indicated broadband users spent more time online, visited more
sites, and spent less average time per site than narrowband users. Notably, broadband
users spent a relatively high amount of online time at entertainment and business sites.
Many such sites entail large downloads or byte-intensive streaming. Narrowband users
seemed to spend a larger percentage of their time at less byte-intensive sites.
The study examined the choice between narrowband service and broadband
service. Consequently, individuals without Internet access were not represented.
Because the data did not contain socio-demographic or economic information for
individual subscribers, census-tract data were obtained. These data provided average age,
household size, income, and level o f education for "tract residents". Narrowband pricing
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data were obtained by the ISPs. Broadband pricing reflected the average of the city's
cable-modern and DSL prices.
The study involved a discrete/continuous choice model— the Type-5 Tobit model.
The model's first step presented the subscriber's discrete binary choice of narrowband
service or broadband service. A Probit model was specified with five explanatory
variables: age, income, household size, the price differential between dial-up and
broadband service, and a variable generated to represent the opportunity cost of time
spent online. All o f the estimated maximum likelihood coefficients were significant
(a=0.05) and had the expected sign except that of age. The authors explained that the
sign for age might reflect confounding with income.
After estimating a Probit model, the authors calculated inverse Mill's ratios.
These ratios captured the extent to which the Probit model suggested a subscriber favored
narrowband or broadband services. The ratios were then included as explanatory
variables for two usage regressions, one each for broadband and narrowband subscribers.
The dependent variable for these regressions was minutes of Internet usage. In both
regressions, the extent to which a subscriber seemingly would have favored broadband
increased usage. Additionally, household education and age affected usage, with younger
and highly educated respondents using the Internet most.
The authors concluded that access choice was linked to usage. They estimated a
price elasticity o f -0.47, but they interpret it cautiously because of the "complex
interrelationship between the out-of-pocket cost of broadband access and the various
opportunity costs of time... (p. 27)". They suggested, however, that broadband's price
elasticity was less (in absolute value) than -1.
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In 2000, Madden and Savage (2000) performed a study of Internet usage in
Australia. Data were obtained from a web-based survey collected during October and
November, 1997. Survey respondents were categorized into four usage groups (<4 hrs
per week, 4 hrs per week, 5 hrs per week, and >5 hrs per week). Ordered Logit was then
employed to explain respondent usage. Important explanatory variables included income,
rate structure (flat or measured usage rate), respondent age, respondent gender, number of
subscribers using the Internet account, average monthly bill, modem capacity (dial-up or
cable-modern), and main Internet activity performed (browsing, chatting, email, file
transfer, or games). Education and occupation were not used because of their high
correlation with income.
Interestingly, income significantly affected usage. Specifically, two middle
income categories (AUDI60 < weekly income < AUD 1200) had higher usage than the
low-income category (weekly income < AUD 160) or the high-income category (weekly
income > AUD 1200). Madden and Savage explained that relatively low usage for
Australians in the highest-income group was not surprising given that many such users
were income-rich but leisure-poor.
All three price variables were significant. Internet users with flat-rate plans spent
more time online than measured-rate users. Also, usage generally increased with
increases in the total ISP bill.
Various socio-demographic variables also significantly affected demand. Usage
decreased with respondent age and increased as the number of users increased. Also,
men spent more time online than women. Usage also varied by main Internet activity
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performed, with the most intensive users mainly involved in online chatting and file
transfer.
Rappoport et al. (2002) analyzed willingness to pay for broadband service through
contingent valuation methods. They obtained early 2002 data from the Management
Systems Group of Philadelphia. The data included 1192 answers to the question of how
much the respondent would be willing to pay (or, alternatively for some respondents, be
willing to consider paying) for broadband service. Approximately 250 of these answers
were zeros.
The study's main analysis involved a two-part procedure. First, a binary Probit
model was specified to explain why some individuals had zero while others had non-zero
willingness to pay. Notably, income did not significantly explain zero willingness to pay.
A kernel density function was used to obtain price elasticity estimates. Because fewer
than half o f respondents were willing to pay more than $30, the study considered $30 and
below a reasonable range for estimating price elasticity. Relevant elasticities ranged
from -2 (at approximately $30) to -1 (at approximately $20).

Decomposition of Demand for Internet Services
A complete understanding of differences in demand for broadband and dial-up
services requires the decomposition of subscription benefits. Jackson et al. (2002) from
the University of Colorado at Boulder explored five Internet-service attributes: always-on
connectivity, price per month, connection speed, installation difficulty, and reliability.
After preliminary research, the researchers concluded that installation difficulties were
not an important factor in demand for Internet services. The other areas, however, all had
significant impacts.
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The researchers used stated-preference surveys administered during autumn of
2002 to ascertain trade-off costs of the Internet attributes. In 361 usable surveys,
respondents provided general information and chose between two hypothetical services
with varied levels for each service attribute. Respondents then stated whether they would
prefer their present Internet service or their hypothetical choice.
Reliability. Though largely unexamined in other studies, service reliability was
highly relevant to demand. Jackson et al. posited two types of connection: very reliable
(Internet connection is never interrupted) and unreliable (connection is occasionally
disrupted with customer support required). Survey responses indicated customers were
willing to pay $13.25 (dial-up customers) or $39.12 (broadband customers) to obtain very
reliable service. Reliability was the most important non-price attribute for subscribers.
Monthly Price. Monthly price was found to have a significant, negative effect on
demand. Jackson et al. explored possible interaction between income and price in a
separate model. The variable’s significance indicated that low-income consumers react
to price changes more than high-income households, an important insight for policy
makers.
Always-on Connectivity. Always-on connectivity allows subscribers to freely use
telephone services while connected to the Internet. In addition, it allows immediate
online service that is always readily available. Always-on connectivity was significantly
important to high-speed Internet users only. While high-speed users were willing to pay
$32.15 per month for this feature, dial-up users indicated a willingness to pay of only
$0.91. Also, high income users valued always-on connectivity more than low-income
users.
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Access Speed. Three access speeds were specified in the survey. Dial-up speed
was designated as slow. Fast speed entailed 10 x dial-up download speed and 5 x dialup
upload speed. Very fast speed enabled 20 x dial-up downloads and uploads. Access
speed was important to all income groups, but especially to high-income households.
While high-income households were willing to pay $15.67 per month for high speed,
low-income users were willing to pay only $8.22. An alternative model was specified to
examine a possible interaction between speed and age and education. These interactions
were significant. As age increased, demand for speed decreased; as education increased,
demand for speed rose.
Other studies have also had interesting results concerning access speed. Using
data from the INDEX project, Varian (2001) estimated demand for Internet services at
varying usage-sensitive rates and connection speeds. The experiment involved
approximately 70 users from April 1998 to December 1999 at UC Berkeley. Participants
included students and University employees. Each participant was provided residential
Internet access via ISDN technology. Participants were able to select among five Internet
speeds— 16, 32, 64, 96, and 128 kbps— and could switch between speeds at any time.
The lowest speed was available at no cost; higher speeds were available at progressively
higher usage-sensitive rates. These rates changed each month to add relative price
variability to the experiment.
A log-log regression was performed for each Internet speed. The independent
variables were the prices o f each connection speed; the dependent variable was time
online at the specified speed. Given the nature of the regression, the coefficients were
elasticities of time online with respect to price. As expected, the own-price elasticities
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were all negative, and most o f the cross-price elasticities were positive. Notably, the
own-price elasticities and each of the cross-price elasticities for speeds one step lower
than the specified speed were statistically significant. Varian found that price variation
explained about 20 percent of variation in service demand. Individual preferences
explained an additional 75 percent of variation, and 5 percent of variation remained
unexplained.

Review
Numerous factors affect demand for Internet services. Age, monthly costs, and
installation fees negatively affect demand; education and household size have a positive
impact. Several other factors, such as occupation, population density, race, and
marketing efforts also seem important. Most important to this thesis, however, is income.
The literature indicates that low-income households demand Internet services in general,
and broadband services in particular, less than other households. Furthermore, lowincome households react to prices differently than other households; price sensitivity for
low-income households is relatively elastic. Although a portion of the relatively low
demand may simply reflect the fact that Internet access (and especially broadband access)
is a luxury good, low-income households with residential access actually seem to use the
Internet less than other online households. That is, a portion of the difference in demand
may reflect differing preferences. To improve equity in residential access, policy makers
will need to address differences in preferences.
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CHAPTER 3
SAMPLE DATA

In this thesis, demand for Internet services is estimated with an original data set.
Data were collected through personal interviews with adults (age 18+) from randomly
selected households in Tooele, Utah. These interviews were conducted between July and
September, 2005. 484 homes were selected to request an interview. Subsequent contacts
resulted in 15 partially completed and 211 fully completed interviews. Remaining
attempted contacts resulted in non-response. Specifically, non-responses included
individuals who were not at home, who refused to participate, or who stated they were
unable to participate each time they were contacted. Unless an individual refused to
participate, contact was attempted at least twice before identifying a household as a non
response.
Households were randomly selected from four of Tooele’s 13 census blocks. The
blocks were chosen so as to maximize variation in the main variable of interest,
household income. Specifically, sampling occurred in the two blocks with the highest
and in the two blocks with the lowest median household incomes (2000 Census). Table
1 specifies population and median income data for each block and for the whole of
Tooele.

3 Notably, the percentages of whites, blacks, and Mexican-Americans who owned computers were 70.4,
41.3, and 33.0 percent. Unconditional (upon computer ownership) Internet access rates were therefore
58.9, 29.8, and 22.1 percent, respectively.
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Table 1. Median Household Income and Population of Selected Census Blocks
Parameter
Median Household Income
Population
Number o f Sampled Households

1307(4)
$61,122
3206
48

Census Block
1310(2)
1312(1)
$33,750
$34,213
717
578
62
48

1312(3)
$60,043
1353
53

All Tooele
$43,368
22,007

Source: 2000 U.S. Census

Survey Data
The interviewer asked the respondents to “reveal” and “state” their Internet
service preferences. Revealed preference data reflect actual household behavior, e.g., the
household’s actual Internet service choice. In contrast, stated preference data consist of
responses to hypothetical scenarios. Both types of data have strengths and limitations.
For example, the fact that revealed preferences are supported by actual consumer
behavior instills substantial confidence in the resulting data. Stated preferences, which
merely reflect claims about likely actions, are arguably lower in quality. Importantly,
however, these data have two useful attributes: 1) multiple observations can be obtained
for each respondent, and 2) hypothesized independent variables can be adjusted to
minimize covariance among the variables and to obtain an optimal data range. This
thesis benefits greatly from these attributes in estimating demand.
The main source of respondent information for this thesis involves three
hypothetical situations. The interviewer asked those respondents who reported owning a
home computer to assume it had become inoperable. He then presented hypothetical
computer prices, prices for dial-up and broadband subscriptions, and broadband speeds.
To obtain a broad range of explanatory variables, values for these prices and speeds were
varied across surveys. Respondents stated which of five options they would most likely
select. Choices included not purchasing a computer, purchasing a computer but not
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subscribing to Internet service, and purchasing a computer and subscribing to any of three
offered options— a dial-up plan or either of two broadband plans.
In addition to responding to the three hypothetical scenarios, respondents revealed
whether they actually had residential Internet service. Notably, 80 percent of sampled
households reported subscribing to Internet service; 60 percent of those subscribing had
broadband access. Table 2 compares Tooele revealed preference data with national data.
These data are not used in estimation.

Table 2. Internet Subscriptions in the United States and Tooele
Internet Connection
No Access
Dial-Up
Broadband
Other / Not Sure

Nationwide Harris Poll Data
26%
18%
40%
16%

Tooele Survey Sample Data
20%
32%
48%
—

Source-. Humphrey Taylor (2004), Harris poll: Almost three-quarters o f all U.S. adults -an estimated 163
million—go online-, available from http://www.harrisinteractive.com/harris_poll/index.asp?PID= 569,
accessed 27 October 2005.
Note: In the Harris poll, all adults who accessed the Internet were asked what type of connection they had
for their “home computer or other primary computer.” To compare the Tooele data set with the Harris poll
data, it is assumed that all responses from households with residential service reflect the household
residential connection. In addition, it is assumed that all respondents without residential subscriptions who
access the Internet outside the home do so with a broadband connection.

Appendix C contains the survey instrument used in this thesis. Only a portion of
the survey was used to outline hypothetical scenario conditions and elicit revealed and
stated preferences. Remaining questions yielded information concerning individual
household characteristics. These data were collected to estimate the effects of
socioeconomic, demographic, and other individual-specific factors on demand. Table 3
summarizes both the individual-specific and alternative-specific data that were collected
during the survey process. Table 4 provides descriptive statistics.
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Table 3. Variable Names and Descriptions
Variable
Type

Household
Income

Name
<2 Ok

1

20-30k

2

30-40k
40-50k
50-75k

3
4

75-100k
>100k

Description

Rank
Household
Household
Household
Household

income
income
income
income

is
is
is
is

less than $20,000
more than $20,000, less than $30,000
more than $30,000, less than $40,000
more than $40,000, less than $50,000

5
6
7

Household income is more than $50,000, less than $75,000

1
2

Decision
Decision
Decision
Decision

Household income is more than $75,000, less than $100,000
Household income is more than $100,000
maker’s age
maker’s age
maker’s age
maker’s age

is less than 31
is greater than 30, less than 41
is greater than 40, less than 51
is greater than 50, less than 61

<31
31-40
41-50
51-60
>60

3
4
5

Household
Size

HHS
Teens
Kids

—
—

Number of individuals in household
Number of adolescents (age 12 - 18) in household

Highest

<HS
HS
SCol
ColD
GradD

1
2
3
4
5
6

Household’s highest
Household’s highest
Household’s highest
Household’s highest
Household’s highest

White
Latino
OtherR

__

Decision maker is white, not Hispanic

-

Decision maker is Hispanic
Decision maker is neither white nor Hispanic

Pref=l
Pref=2

Household has much less than average high-tech interest
Household has less than average high-tech interest

Pref-5

1
2
3
4
5

Days

—

Days per week household accesses Internet at home

Browse

—

Household’s interest in browsing the Internet (ranked 1-5)

Email
Chat
Intense

-

Household’s interest in email (ranked 1-5)
Household’s interest in online chatting (ranked 1-5)
Household’s interest in byte-intensive applications (ranked 1-5)

Age

JDUUbdllUll
Obtained

OtherEd
Race/
Ethnicity

High-Tech
Preferences

_
Application
Appeal

—

AlternativeSpecific
Variables

Pref=3
Pref=4

Outside
CompP
DU-P
BBA-P
BBB-P
BBA-S
BBB-S

—

—
-—
_
—
—

—

Decision maker’s age is greater than 60

Number of children (age 0 - 11) in household
education
education
education
education
education

is a high school degree
is less than a high school degree
is some college
is a college degree
is a graduate degree

Household’s highest education fits none o f the above categories

Household has average high-tech interest
Household has more than average high-tech interest
Household has much more than average high-tech interest

Someone in household regularly accesses Internet outside home
Price o f new computer
Price o f dial-up service
Price of Broadband A service
Price o f Broadband B service
Speed o f Broadband A service
Speed o f Broadband B service
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Table 4. Descriptive Statistics
Variable
Household Income
Age
Household Size
Teens
Kids
Education
High-Tech Preferences
Days
Browse
Email
Chat
Intense
Outside
CompP
DU-P
BBA-P
BBB-P
BBA-S
BBB-S

Mean
3.89
3.14
3.166
0.50
0.82
3.21
2.90
4.29
3.10
3.52
1.56
2.04
0.45
532.39
14.98
30.02
42.58
10.90
44.23

Std Dev
1.75
1.38
1.597
0.91
1.14
1.03
1.07
2.95
1.53
1.56
1.12
1.40
0.50
196.59
6.24
9.01
11.00
5.34
23.37

Minimum
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
200
5
10
15
5
15

Maximum
7
5
9
5
5
5
5
7
5
5
5
5
1
800
25
50
70
20
100

Note: Variable names are defined in Table 3. Descriptive statistics for household income, age, education,
and high-tech preferences reflect rankings in Table 3.

Household Characteristics
The interviewer asked each respondent about numerous household characteristics.
The following paragraphs describe these variables and indicate a priori expectations of
their impact on demand.
Household Income. Household income’s effect on service choice is the main
focus of this thesis. Theoretically, Internet service, or at least broadband service, is a
normal good. That is, low-income households likely demand less Internet service than
relatively high-income households with otherwise similar characteristics.
As shown by Figure 1, respondents were divided into seven income categories.
These categories are clearly correlated with Internet Service preferences.
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U No Internet

B Dial-Up

M Broadband

40
35

30

<20k

20-30k

30-40k

40-50k

50-75k

75-100k

>10Ck

H ousehold Incom e

Fig. 1. Residential Internet Choice by Household Income

Most strikingly, the majority o f households with annual incomes of less than $30,000 did
not have residential service. In contrast, 93 percent of the 95 households with incomes of
$50,000 or greater had a residential subscription; and 73 percent o f these subscriptions
provided broadband connections. Sample data are compared with census data for Tooele,
for Utah, and for the United States later in this chapter.
Though it clearly shows correlation between the variables, Figure 1 does not
indicate the extent to which income affects service preferences. Identifying income’s
isolated effect requires controlling for other important factors, e.g., household size and
education. As revealed by Table 5, many such factors are significantly correlated with
income and may account for much of the observed relationship between income and
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Table 5. Spearman Rank Correlation between Income and Other Variables
Statistic
Correlation
Coefficient
P-Value

Age
<61

Household
Size

Education

High-tech
Preference

Days
online

Application Appeal
Average
Byte-Intensive

0.151

0.379

0.581

0.413

0.408

0.335

0.247

0.059

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

Note: The correlation coefficients were calculated using values in the rank column of Table 3.

service preferences. Even with appropriate estimation methods, the effect of differing
household incomes remains confounded with unobserved factors, such as differences in
wealth and lifetime earnings expectations. Estimation of the household-income digital
divide captures the combined effect of these related factors.
Notably, household income was a sensitive issue for some respondents. Seven
percent of those respondents who began the interview process chose to end the process
without providing this information.
Age. Figure 2 portrays residential subscription choice by the age of the
household’s main decision maker for major purchases. Generally, consumer age
correlates negatively with Internet service preferences. This finding is consistent with
previous research on Internet service demand (see Chapter 2) and with the general
tendency of negative correlation between consumer age and new technology adoption
rates. Notably, however, the youngest age group (<30) proportionately demanded less
Internet service and less broadband service than two other age categories (31-40, and 4150). This result may reflect the higher income levels of these other categories. Table 6
shows the relationship between household income and age of the sampled households.
Household Size. The expected effect of household size on Internet service
demand is straightforward. Additional household members become additional
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■ N o Internet

■ Dial-Up

El Broadband

3 5 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

30-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

« 25

<31

31-40

41-50

51-60

>60

Age

Fig. 2. Residential Internet Choice by Age of the Household’s Main Decision Maker

Table 6. Percentage of Each Age Category Pertaining to Each Income Category
Household Income
<$30k
$30-$50k
>$50k

Age of Household’s Main Decision Maker for Major Purchases
<31
31-40
41-50
51-60
61+
30%
17%
22%
13%
53%
44%
32%
24%
17%
28%
26%
67%
54%
55%
19%

beneficiaries o f Internet consumption. Furthermore, the larger the household, the greater
the probability that at least one household member will desire Internet service. Figure 3
seems to confirm this reasoning. Single-member households are the only group in which
the majority of respondents reported having no Internet service. In contrast, almost all of
the largest households had a dial-up or broadband connection.
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H No Internet
3

5

B Dial-Up

B Broadband

------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------

1

2

3

4

5

6+

H ousehold Size

Fig. 3. Residential Internet Choice by Household Size

In addition to indicating household size, respondents were asked to specify the
total number o f adolescents (age 12 to 18) and children (age 0 to 11) in the household.
These variables may indicate whether having children at home, many of whom become
aware of Internet benefits at school, impacts overall household demand.
Education. An additional factor that affects demand for Internet service is
education. The effect of education may be strongest for relatively young households, in
which highly educated adults were most likely exposed to the Internet while at school.
However, an important indirect effect of education may significantly impact older
households as well. Highly educated individuals in these households are more likely to
have occupations that presently require Internet usage than are their peers with less
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formal education. The education variable, which is correlated with occupation, may
capture this result. In addition, higher education may capture the effect of non-causal
correlation between interest in higher education and general interest in Internet
information technology. Whether directly or indirectly, differences in education appear
to affect Internet service preferences substantially, as shown in Figure 4.
B N o Internet

S Dial-Up

B Broadband

50
45
40

<HS

HS

Some Co'lege

College Grad

Graduate Degree

Other

E ducation

Fig. 4. Residential Internet Choice by Highest Education Obtained in the Household

Race or ethnic background. Minority households, mainly Hispanic in Tooele,
likely have lower demand than white households. This difference partly reflects
differences in household income and education levels. However, Fairlie (2004) finds that
black and Hispanic households demand less Internet service than white households, even
after controlling for socioeconomic variables. This finding suggests there may be
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differences in taste or different rates of network growth among different racial/ethnic
subpopulations.
Although they are potentially important, the small Tooele sample size may inhibit
effective estimation with respect to race/ethnicity variables. As shown in Figure 5, only
11 percent o f survey respondents reported belonging to a minority race or ethnicity.
Fifty-eight percent o f minority households were Hispanic.
MNo Internet

d Dial-Up

II Broadband

100

------

9 0 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------80

White

Latino

OtnerR

R ace/Ethnic B ackground

Fig. 5. Residential Internet Choice by Main Decision Maker’s Race or Ethnicity

“High-tech” Preferences. Households were asked to rate their interest in hightech goods relative to other households. As shown in Figure 6, possible answers were
“much less than average” (1), “less than average” (2), “average” (3), “more than average”
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(4), and “much more than average” (5). The resulting variables provide an important
indication of each household’s general tastes. Regardless of income, education, and other
factors, households with strong “high-tech” preferences likely have greater-than-average
probabilities o f subscribing to Internet service.

BNo Internet

Much less than
average

Less than average

M Dial-Up

Average

H Broadband

More than average

Mucn more than
average

"High-Tech" P reference

Fig. 6.

Residential Internet Choice by Preference for “High-Tech” Goods and Services

If income is more significant in models without high-tech variables than in
models with them, the budget-constraint portion of income may be a relatively
unimportant factor in Internet service demand. Instead, the fact that low-income
households have relatively low technology preferences may be key.
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Usage outside home. Respondents were asked whether anyone in the household
uses the Internet regularly outside the home. As shown in Figure 7, most of the 45
percent o f individuals who responded affirmatively indicated that one or more household
members accessed the Internet while at work. Whether this outside access increases
demand by accustoming people to the benefits of Internet service or decreases demand by
removing the need for residential access is not theoretically clear.

■ No Internet

■ Dial-Up

IB Broadband

7 0 ---------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------

6 0 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

J2 50 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c

T3

No

Yes

Internet A c ce ss O utside of th e Home

Fig. 7. Residential Internet Choice by Internet Availability Outside of the Home
Internet Usage.

Those households that actually subscribed to Internet service were asked how
many days per week someone typically accessed the Internet at home. Figure 8 displays
household responses. Obviously, as overall usage increases, the value o f an improved
connection, e.g., broadband, increases as well. Unfortunately, the days-per-week variable
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only approximates actual time spent online. Some subscribers who access the Internet
every day may simply be checking email. Others may access the Internet less frequently
but for longer periods. The days-per-week question was included in the survey because
the answer is easier for respondents to estimate than would be usage in hours per week.
H No Internet
70

- |---------------------------------- ------------------—

EB Dial-Up

H Broadband

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

60

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Days of U sage p e r W eek

Fig. 8.

Residential Internet Choice by Number of Days per Week in Which Someone
Accesses the Internet at Home

An additional concern about this variable is that high-speed usage is not
equivalent to dial-up usage. Given a high-speed connection, a formerly dial-up
household might access the Internet more frequently because of the more enjoyable
service or less frequently because o f the reduced time requirement to perform the same
activities. Despite these complications, Internet usage is worth studying. Those
consumers who access the Internet most have the most to gain from broadband’s fast
speeds and convenient always-on connectivity.
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Interest in Internet applications. The interviewer asked the respondents
concerning their interest in four types of Internet applications: browsing, e-mail, online
chatting, and byte-intensive applications, e.g., music, gaming, and video. As shown by
Figures 9 through 12, respondents indicated their interest level as a value between 1 (no
interest) and 5 (very high interest). Like the “high-tech5*preferences variable, these
variables provide an independent indication o f possible household interest in the Internet.
Correlation between these variables and household income is therefore very telling. In
addition, reported interest levels may indicate the respondent's specific interest in a
broadband connection. Households mainly interested in e-mail or chat sessions may have
lower broadband demand than households interested in gaming and music/video
downloads.
M No Internet

B Dial-Up

B Broadband
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Fig. 9. Residential Internet Choice by Household's Rating of Browsing Desirability
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10. Residential Internet Choice by Household’s Rating of Email Desirability
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Fig. 11.

Residential Internet Choice by Rating of Online Chatting Desirability
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Fig. 12.

Internet Choice by Rating of the Desirability of Byte-Intense Applications

Alternative-Specific and Other Data
Household characteristics, of course, explain only part of consumer demand.
Equally important are alternative-specific attributes. Theoretically, each household
weighs the attributes of each available plan and subscribes to the utility-maximizing
option. Two types o f alternative-specific variables are relevant to this thesis, price and
connection speed. A priori expectations o f their impacts on demand are straightforward.
As price increases, demand for residential access decreases; as connection speed
increases, demand for residential access increases.
Additional factors that are neither individual-specific nor alternative-specific are
also potentially important. One such factor is upfront costs, such as set-up charges or
other front-end fees. These costs vary by plan and subscriber. For some subscribers and
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plans, the initial cost may be zero. A common example is a free trial month of dial-up
Internet service for a consumer who already owns a computer. In contrast, some high
speed Internet plans require an installation fee and/or service commitment for a specified
time period. Such considerations may add to the cost of subscription considerably. For
certain subscribers, even dial-up access requires a major expense— a computer. A new
computer may cost several hundred dollars and may keep potential subscribers away
from the Internet.4 This cost impediment may be especially important for low-income
potential subscribers, those who do not value a computer for non-Internet purposes, or
those who are unfamiliar with the Internet and unaware of potential benefits. The effect
of computer price is similar to the effect of individual-specific variables in that the
computer price remains constant regardless of which Internet option is selected. If
interacted with household income, a computer price variable may indicate whether lowincome household demand is more sensitive to computer prices than the demand of other
households

Survey Design
The stated-preference portion of the survey was designed to provide a variety of
hypothetical scenarios. To this end, combinations of computer price, subscription prices,
and broadband speeds were varied significantly by scenario and respondent. The
hypothetical scenarios were specified as follows: Each dial-up price was set at $5, $10,
$15, $20, or $25. The cost of Broadband A— a relatively low-speed broadband

4According to the Pew 2003 digital divide report, 42 percent of the population does not use the Internet.
Approximately 56 percent of those not using the Internet believe they will not become Internet users.
About 40 percent of non-users (many of whom are relatively young) believe they will eventually get online.
Non-users provided numerous explanations for not being online. Prominent among these are a lack of
desire to access the Internet, concerns with Internet and computer costs, and worries about online
pornography, credit card theft, and fraud.
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subscription—was set equal to the selected dial-up price plus an additional $5, $10, $15,
$20, or $25. In turn, the price of Broadband B— a relatively high-speed option—was set
at $3, $6, $9, $12, or $15 more than the Broadband A price. There were 7 hypothetical
computer prices, set at $200, $300, $400, $500, $600, $700, and $800. Each Broadband
A option entailed any of four possible connection speeds: 5, 10, 15, or 20 times the speed
of dial-up. Each scenario’s Broadband B speed was set equal to the Broadband A speed
plus an additional increment of 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 60, or 80 times the speed of dial-up.
Together, these possible price and speed values result in a total of 24,500 (5x5x5x7x4x7)
combinations.
With three hypothetical scenarios per survey, a full factorial experiment with only
one replicate per price/speed combination would require 8167 total surveys. Surveying
this number of households was not feasible for this thesis. Nonetheless, substantial
independent-variable variation with little covariance was obtained by dividing each
variable into a low, middle, and high range of possible values. For example, the low dial
up prices were $5 and $10, the middle prices were $15 and $20, and the high price was
$25. Given the six price and speed variables, there were 729 possible combinations of
low, high, and middle values. A full-factorial experiment with one replicate per
price/speed combination could therefore be performed with only 243 surveys (three
scenarios per survey). Though only 211 of these surveys were actually administered, the
experimental design nonetheless resulted in a wide range of unique combinations of
independent variables.
The actual values of the variables in each price/speed combination, e.g. whether
the low dial-up charge was $5 or $10, was selected randomly. Each respondent was
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presented with one low dial-up price scenario, one medium dial-up price scenario, and
one high dial-up price scenario.

Limitations
Inference from almost any data set requires numerous assumptions. In this thesis,
two such assumptions should be noted: independence among responses and relevance of
the data to the digital-divide debate.

Independence
A major concern with stated-preference data is the relationship of multiple
observations corresponding to the same respondent. Bradley and Daly (1989, p. 214)
address this concern.
In most practical cases, a single [revealed preference] choice observation
is taken from each [respondent] and there is little question that it is reasonable to
assume independence of these observations. One of the chief advantages of
[stated preference] surveys, on the other hand is that several observations can be
taken from each individual. In that case, the assumption of independence must
be, at best, a poor approximation. Nevertheless, this assumption is routinely made
and the success that has been achieved in previous studies suggests that the
problems caused by this assumption are limited in their practical effect.
For this thesis, each respondent provides three observations. Independence is
assumed in all statistical analysis.

Scope
Because Tooele is a unique community, any generalization to the rest of Utah, to
the Rocky Mountain West, or to the nation as a whole requires caution. Each location
has its own demographics and socioeconomic conditions. As shown in Table 7, the
Tooele data set provides little information concerning racial and ethnic minorities and
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Table 7. Selected Household Parameters by Geographical Location

Household Parameters
Median Household Income
Median Householder Age
Median Household Size
Percent with High School or Less
Percent White, Not Hispanic
Percent Black
Percent Hispanic

Tooele
Sample
Data
$40-50k
41 -50
3
28.0
88.6
0.9
6.6

2000 Census Data
Tooele
$43,368
3 5 -4 4
3
48.8
86.9
0.3
9.9

Utah
$45,726
3 5 -4 4
3
36.8
85.3
0.7
9.0

United States
$41,994
45 - 54
2
48.2
69.1
12.2
12.5

Source: 2000 U.S. Census

other subpopulations relative to the rest of the nation. Even generalizations about amply
represented market segments require questionable assumptions— such as the assumption
that service preferences o f high-income households in Tooele are similar to those of highincome households in other areas. If these assumptions are invalid, generalizations
beyond the borders o f Tooele are biased. O f course, the scope o f the data decidedly
depends on the data’s purpose. If differences in estimated parameters (and not absolute
parameter values) are important, estimation results might be generalized more
conservatively. That is, the difference between high-income and low-income demand in
two areas may be similar even if the areas have dissimilar absolute levels o f high-income
and low-income demand.
Even with concerns about its scope, the data set retains substantial merit. It
provides optimal information about demand in the community of most interest— Tooele
itself. In addition, the Tooele study may be more applicable to nearby areas or cities of
similar size than would be a nation-wide study. Even with some scope-related bias, this
thesis contributes valid data and insight to existing research on the digital divide.
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CHAPTER 4
MODELING

Random Utility Model
Basic economic theory posits that each consumer maximizes utility subject to
constraints. The random utility model imposes this theory on discrete choice. When
presented with multiple discrete options, consumers choose the option that provides the
highest net utility gain (or least loss). Random utility modeling enables researchers to
explain choice selections based on differences in the expected utility associated with each
option.
Equation

1

depicts the utility

( U i)

that Consumer n attains by choosing Option i.

Explanatory variables (xi) include numerous alternative-specific (e.g., price) and
individual-specific (e.g., income) factors related to the desirability of choosing this
option. The error term (pi) accounts for the effects of unspecified variables and
unexplainable random preferences.

(1) Uj = P’xj + pi

If the error term associated with each of Consumer n ’s options is unbounded (no
upper or lower limit on possible values) and is distributed identically to and not
completely correlated with the other options’ error terms, it is impossible to know which
option will induce the greatest level of utility. Although the expected option is that
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associated with the highest explained utility (p’xj), the specific probabilities of selecting
each option depend both on differences in explained utility and on the magnitude of the
error terms.
In this thesis, the random-utility model is applied to Internet service choice.
Random-utility model parameters are estimated through Logistic modeling. Appendix B
presents the mechanics o f Logistic analysis, which is often used to model discrete choice
scenarios. This chapter, which only briefly describes logistic modeling, may be sufficient
for readers who are mainly interested in estimation results.

Binomial Logit
Binomial Logit analysis is used to model discrete choice between two options. A
relevant example involves dial-up (Option A) and broadband service (Option B). Logit
analysis becomes possible by assuming that the difference between the error terms for
each option’s utility equations is logistically distributed. Given this assumption, the
probability that Consumer N will select Option A is

(2) Pa = exp[p’xa]/(exp[P’xa] + exp[P’xb])

As shown, the probability of choosing Option A depends on parameters of each
option’s utility equation. Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is employed to estimate
the values o f these parameters. The resulting estimates are therefore consistent and
asymptotically normally distributed.
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Multinomial Logit
Generally similar to binomial logit, multinomial logit is applicable to scenarios
with three or more discrete options. The data presented in this thesis provide an ideal
example. Consumers choose among four options: no residential Internet, dial-up service,
slow broadband service, and fast broadband service.
Often problematically, multinomial logit requires the assumption of independence
o f irrelevant alternatives (IIA). IIA ignores possible covariance among utility levels
associated with certain options and therefore often biases multinomial estimates.
Kennedy (1998) discusses this issue using the traditional red bus/blue bus example.
Multinomial Logit might be used to estimate demand for commuting by car alone, by
carpool, or by bus. If a differently colored bus is added as a fourth category,
straightforward theory suggests that the new category would mostly attract existing bus
commuters. However, the IIA assumption is inconsistent with this reasoning. With
multinomial Logit, the new bus category attracts an equal percentage of commuters from
all other existing categories. This imposed restriction on estimation is unrealistic when
the error terms for any two or more options are correlated. Because random preferences
for high-speed broadband are likely positively correlated with low-speed broadband
preferences (and possibly dial-up preferences to a lesser extent), the IIA assumption is
probably invalid for this thesis. Appendix B further clarifies concerns with the IIA
assumption.

Nested Logit
Nested logit allows modeling with multiple branches, each branch containing two
or more options. Alternatives within the same branch may have correlated error terms
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(thereby eliminating the IIA assumption), but alternatives in separate branches must have
independent error terms.
Figure 13 shows an example of a nested logit analysis. At the top level,
consumers decide whether to subscribe to Internet service. Subscribers choose between
dial-up and broadband at the middle level, and broadband subscribers choose a specific
plan at the bottom level. This setup is not intended to suggest consumers select the best
option by following the specified steps. Rather, the structure merely enables analysis that
allows for correlation among all options nested together. In this example dial-up and
broadband are nested together in the middle level. High-speed and low-speed broadband
are nested together in the third level.

1. Have Residential Subscription?

No

Yes
2. Dial-up or Broadband?

Broadband

3. Speed A (relatively slow)
or Speed B (relatively fast)?
Speed A

Fig. 13.

Nested Model.
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Speed B

Modeling consumer choice with nested logit provides three advantages not
obtained by separate binomial or multinomial logit analyses.
First, nested logit modeling estimates inclusive value coefficients (lambda).
These values indicate the amount of correlation among alternatives nested together.
For example, a broadband inclusive value coefficient might indicate the extent of
correlation between high-speed and low-speed broadband error terms. A general Internet
coefficient might indicate correlation between dial-up and broadband error terms.
Generally inclusive value coefficients lie between 0 and 1. A coefficient that approaches
0 indicates a high degree of correlation among error terms; a coefficient of 1 suggests the
error terms are independent. Error term correlation affects the probability of not only
selecting a specific nest but also of selecting a specific option within that nest. All else
equal, high correlation within a nest reduces the probability that a consumer will choose
an option from the nest but increases the probability that the consumer will choose the
option with the highest explained utility, conditional upon choosing one of the nest’s
options. Appendix B further explains the implications of error term correlation.
Second, nested logit, like multinomial logit in general, allows imposing the same
coefficient on options in different levels. For example, it is possible to impose the same
coefficient on the price of dial-up in the middle level and high-speed broadband in the
bottom level.
Third, it is possible to determine the level at which effects are important. For
example, high-income households may have a strong preference for the high-speed
broadband option. With nested logit, it is possible to investigate the extent to which this
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preference reflects a general preference for broadband service (middle level) and the
extent to which it reflects a specific preference for high-speed broadband service (bottom
level).
For this thesis, two models are estimated with nested Logit. Table 8 describes the
variables used in estimation and indicates the expected signs for the estimated
coefficients. Table 9 presents descriptive statistics for these variables. Model A includes
alternative-specific variables and income variables only. In addition to these variables,
Model B includes numerous other household-specific variables relating to consumer
preferences. As specified, these models involve two separate approaches of examining
the digital divide. The Model A approach broadly indicates differences in preferences
between low-income and other households. This approach does not indicate why lowincome households demand less service than other households; it only shows the extent
to which they demand less service. In contrast, the Model B approach employs numerous
variables to differentiate between the income-related budget-constraint cause and other
causes (which are correlated with income, e.g., different education levels) of differences
in residential subscription rates.
Following are the Model A specifications of the utility index for subscribing to
Internet service (U^- a), additional utility for subscribing to broadband (Ubb-A), and
additional utility for subscribing to Broadband B (Ubbb-A):

(3) Uint-A = Pi + p2Med$ + p3Hi$ + p4DU-P + p5CompP + p6CP>30k
(4) Ubb-A = Pi + p2Med$ + p3Hi$ + p4IPdiff+ p5BBA-S
(5) Ubbb-A= Pi + p2Med$ + p3Hi$ + p4BPdiff+ p5Sdiff
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Table 8. Independent Variables for Nested Logit Models
Name
Med$
Hi$
>Low$
51-60

Variable
Description (Expected Sign)
=1 if household income is equal to or greater
than $30,000 but less than $50,000 (+)
=1 if household income is equal to or greater
than $50,000 (+)
=1 if household income is greater than $30,000
(only used for interaction with CompP below)
=1 if decision maker’s age is greater than 50,
less than 61 (-)

Top

Model A
Bot
Mid

Top

Model B
Bot
Mid

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

X

X

>60

=1 if decision maker’s age is greater than 60 (-)

-

-

-

X

X

X

HHS

Number o f individuals in household (+)

-

-

-

X

X

X

TEENS

=1 if Teens is 1 or greater (+)

-

-

-

X

X

X

PostHS

=1 if education is not <HS or HS (+)

-

-

-

X

X

X

White

=1 if decision maker is white, not Hispanic (+)

-

-

-

X

X

X

-

-

-

X

X

X

-

-

-

X

X

X

-

-

-

-

X

X

-

-

-

-

X

X

-

-

-

X

X

X

-

-

-

X

X

X

-

-

X

-

-

X

-

X

-

-

X

-

Pref=3
Pref>3
Days
Intense
Appeal
Outside
BPdiff
IPdiff

=1 if household has average high-tech interest
(+)
=1 if household has more (Pref=4) or much
more (Pref=5) than average high-tech interest
(+)
Days per week household accesses Internet at
home (?)
Household’s interest in byte-intensive
applications (ranked 1-5) (+)
Average application (browsing, e-mail,
chatting, byte-intensive) appeal rating (+)
=1 if someone in household regularly accesses
Internet outside home (?)
=Broadband B price (BBB-P) - Broadband A
price (BBA-P) (-)
=Broadband A price (BBA-P) - dialup price
(DU-P) (-)

DU-P

Price o f dial-up service (-)

X

-

-

X

-

-

Sdiff

=Broadband B speed (BBB-S) - Broadband A
speed (BBA-S) (-)

-

-

X

-

-

X

BBA-S

Speed of Broadband B service (-)

X

-

-

X

-

CompP

Price of new computer (-)

X

-

-

X

-

-

CP>30k

Interaction between CompP and >Low$ (+)

X

-

-

X

-

-

h

Coefficient on inclusive value at top level

X

-

-

X

-

-

Coefficient on inclusive value at middle level

-

X

-

-

X

-

• -

Note: Each variable used in estimation is either already defined in Table 3 (redefined here for accessibility)
or is a function of one or more variables of the variables defined in Table 3.
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Table 9. Independent Variable Descriptive Statistics
Variable
Name
Med$
Hi$
51-60
>60
HHS
TEENS
PostHS
White
Pref=3
Pref>3
Days
Intense
Appeal
Outside
BPdiff
IPdiff
DU-P
Sdiff
BBA-S
CompP
CP>30k

Top Level
Mean
Std Dev
0.44
0.27
0.45
0.50
0.15
0.35
0.43
0.25
1.60
3.17
0.46
0.29
0.72
0.45
0.32
0.89
0.37
0.48
0.45
0.28
2.95
4.29
2.04
1.40
1.09
2.56
0.50
0.45
12.56
6.33
6.52
15.03
6.24
14.98
22.78
33.33
5.34
10.90
197.00
533.00
378.00
288.00

Middle Level
Mean
Std Dev
0.44
0.26
0.56
0.50
0.16
0.37
0.16
0.37
3.42
1.58
0.33
0.47
0.81
0.39
0.92
0.27
0.42
0.49
0.36
0.48
5.44
2.24
2.22
1.46
2.85
0.98
0.54
0.50
12.49
6.33
14.85
6.57
14.91
6.21
34.28
23.03
10.68
5.21
524.00
195.00
427.00
267.00

Bottom Level
Mean
Std Dev
0.21
0.41
0.68
0.47
0.18
0.39
0.11
0.31
3.68
1.58
0.42
0.50
0.89
0.32
0.93
0.25
0.39
0.49
0.47
0.50
5.73
2.07
2.45
1.50
3.06
0.96
0.64
0.48
12.36
6.24
14.13
6.53
14.69
6.20
22.64
34.23
10.45
5.09
535.00
197.00
473.00
247.00

Following are Model B specifications:
(6) Uint-B = Pi + feMed$ + (33Hi$ + |3451-60 + |35>60 + |36HHS + |37TEENS + |38PostHS +
PgWhite + PioPref=3 + PnPref>3 + Pi2Appeal + Pi3Outside + Pi4DU-P +
pisCompP + p!6CP>30k
(7) Ubb-B = Pi + P2Med$ + p3Hi$ + p451-60 + p5>60 + p6HHS + p7TEENS + p8PostHS +
PgWhite + Pi0Pref=3 + PnPref>3 + Pi2Days + Pi3Intense + Pi4Appeal +
pisOutside + Pi6lPdiff + pi7BBA-S
(8) Ubbb-B ~ Pi + p2Med$ + p3Hi$ + p451-60 + p5>60 + p6HHS + p7TEENS + p8PostHS +
PgWhite + Pi0Pref=3 + PnPref>3 + pi2Days + Pi3Intense + Pi4Appeal +
pisOutside + p16BPdiff + pn Sdiff
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CHAPTER 5
ESTIMATION

Parameter Estimates
The previous chapter describes the two models used to estimate demand for
Internet service. The present chapter presents estimation results for each of these models.
The models were estimated with MINITAB™, version 13.

Model A
Table 10 shows nested Logit estimates for Model A. The p-values indicate the
extent to which the data are consistent with the null hypothesis that differences in the
listed factor do not affect subscription probabilities. The odds ratio indicates the change
in the odds of subscribing to Internet service resulting from a move from a base-case
factor level to the listed level. For example, the ratio for Med$ at the top level shows that
a middle-income household has a 136 percent higher odds of subscribing to Internet
service than a low-income household, controlling for prices and speeds.
The percentage of observations correctly predicted by the model provides a basic
measure of goodness of fit. At the top, middle, and bottom levels, 78.0, 70.4, and 67.7
percent of the observations are correctly predicted, respectively. The inclusive value
coefficient estimated at the middle level (0.078) suggests there is substantial correlation
between the Broadband A and Broadband B error terms. As expected, these options
appear to be good substitutes. The coefficient on the inclusive value estimated at the top
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Table 10. Model A Parameters
Parameter

Constant
Med$
Hi$
DU-P
CompP
CP>30k

Estimate

Standard Error

P-Value

1.045
0.859
2.900*
-0.011
-0.001
0.000
-0.276

Top Level (Internet = 1 )
0.681
0.657
0.888
0.017
0.001
0.001
0.388

0.13
0.19
0.00
0.52
0.19
0.65
0.48

Middle Level (Dial-up =; 1)
0.392
0.344
0.313
0.016
0.019
0.409

0.51
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.44
0.85

No. Observations
Log-Likelihood
Percent Predicted Correctly

Constant
Med$
Hi$
IPdiff
BBA-S

0.259
0.547
1.702*
-0.050*
-0.015
0.078

Odds

-

2.36
18.16
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.76
633
-285.006
78.0

-

1.73
5.48
0.95
0.99
1.08
No. Observations
481
Log-Likelihood
-289.734
Percent Predicted Correctly______________________________________________________ 70.4
Bottom Level (High-Speed Broadband
0.518
Constant
-0.360
0.516
Med$
1.238*
0.467
1.102*
Hi$
0.020
BPdiff
-0.088*
0.005
Sdiff
0.005
No. Observations
Log-Likelihood
Percent Predicted Correctly

= 1)
0.49
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.33

—

3.45
3.01
0.92
1.01
292
-186.69
67.7

Note: Asterisks denote the estimate is significant at a=0.05.

level is unexpectedly negative. As explained in Appendix B, a negative coefficient is
inconsistent with the random utility model and indicates that an improvement in the
utility of one option within a nest results in a decreased probability of selecting an option
from the nest. With respect to this thesis, this unexpected outcome suggests that a
decrease in the price o f dial-up results not only in an increased market share for dial-up
but also an increased percentage o f consumers who choose to not subscribe to Internet
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service at all. The estimated value is statistically insignificant but nonetheless suggests
nested Logit may be inappropriate for the modeling the choice between dial-up and
broadband conditional upon subscribing to Internet service.

Model B
Tables 11 through 13 displays results for Model B, which includes all of the
Model A variables and several additional household-specific variables. After controlling
for these factors, the estimated effects of the income variables become
substantially weakened. In Model A, it is estimated that being in a high-income or
middle-income household increases subscription probability at all three levels. In
addition, the difference in probability between high-income households and low-income
households is statistically significant (a = 0.05) at all three levels. The difference
between middle-income households and low-income households is also statistically
significant at the bottom level (probability of choosing Broadband B instead of
Broadband A) but not at the other levels. In contrast, the only statistically significant
difference between incomes in Model B is between the high-income households and all
other households at the middle level (probability of choosing broadband instead of dial
up). Though not significantly, middle-income households actually appear to demand less
overall service and broadband service (but more Broadband B service) than low-income
households.
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Table 11. Model B Top Level Parameters (Internet = 1)
P-Value
Odds
Standard Error
Estimate
Parameter
—
0.00
-3.390*
0.958
Constant
0.40
0.26
-0.920
0.819
Med$
0.62
1.55
0.888
0.439
Hi$
0.62
1.26
0.463
0.233
51-60
0.36
0.73
0.349
-0.321
>60
0.02
1.38
0.136
0.319*
HHS
0.40
0.05
-0.924*
0.474
TEENS
1.84
0.05
0.611*
0.311
PostHS
4.24
0.00
0.406
1.445*
White
0.00
3.93
0.296
1.369*
Pref=3
4.70
0.01
1.547*
0.558
Pref>3
2.95
0.00
0.200
Appeal
1.081*
0.96
0.91
0.388
-0.043
Outside
0.99
0.59
0.021
-0.011
DU-P
1.00
0.09
0.001
-0.002
CompP
1.00
0.69
0.001
0.001
CP>30k
0.35
1.85
0.616
0.655
h
No. Observations
633
Log-Likelihood
-191.086
Percent Predicted Correctly______________________________________________________ 91.2
Note: Asterisks denote the estimate is significant at a=0.05.

Table 12. Model B Middle Level Parameters (Broadband = 1)
Parameter
Constant
Med$
Hi$
51-60
>60
HHS
TEENS
PostHS
White
Pref=3
Pref>3
Days
Intense
Appeal
Outside
IPdiff
BBA-S

Estimate
-1.601*
-0.189
0.881*
-0.145
-0.239
0.056
0.879*
0.493
0.262
0.065
0.758*
-0.029
-0.217
0.620*
0.320
-0.066*
-0.010
0.244

Standard Error
0.751
0.379
0.343
0.368
0.349
0.097
0.317
0.337
0.442
0.306
0.344
0.061
0.130
0.205
0.264
0.017
0.021
0.413

P-Value
0.03
0.62
0.01
0.70
0.49
0.56
0.01
0.14
0.55
0.83
0.03
0.64
0.09
0.00
0.23
0.00
0.65
0.56

Odds
—

0.83
2.41
0.87
0.79
1.06
2.41
1.64
1.30
1.07
2.13
0.97
0.81
1.86
1.38
0.94
0.99
1.28
No. Observations
481
Log-Likelihood
-255.426
Percent Predicted Correctly______________________________________________________ 79.0

Note: Asterisks denote the estimate is significant at a=0.05.
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Table 13. Model B Bottom Level Parameters (High-Speed Broadband = 1)
Odds
Standard Error
P-Value
Parameter
Estimate
—
0.11
0.958
Constant
-1.548
2.07
0.636
0.25
0.726
Med$
0.54
1.42
0.354
0.581
Hi$
0.04
2.21
0.792*
0.382
51-60
0.40
1.56
0.444
0.529
>60
1.12
0.27
0.106
0.118
HHS
0.42
0.01
0.329
-0.858*
TEENS
2.84
0.07
0.583
PostHS
1.043
1.09
0.88
0.082
0.549
White
1.92
0.15
0.654
0.451
Pref=3
0.10
2.15
0.465
Pref>3
0.766
0.14
0.89
-0.122
0.083
Days
0.25
1.18
0.144
0.166
Intense
1.01
0.241
0.97
0.009
Appeal
0.22
1.47
0.315
Outside
0.383
0.91
0.022
0.00
BPdiff
-0.093*
1.00
0.42
0.006
0.005
Sdiff
No. Observations
292
Log-Likelihood
-176.503
Percent Predicted Correctly______________________________________________________ 72.3
Note: Asterisks denote the estimate is significant at a=0.05.

The different income effects of the two models likely reflect the underlying
causes of differences in demand. Model A simply shows overall correlation between
income and demand. Model B indicates that the budget-constraint effects of demand are
only one cause o f disparate outcomes. Other variables, which are correlated with
household income, also explain differences in demand.
As expected, Model B explains service choice better than Model A. The top,
middle, and bottom levels predict 91.2, 79.0, and 72.3 percent of observations correctly.
The inclusive value coefficients at both the middle level () and the top level () are
between 0 and 1. These values suggest that dial-up, Broadband A, and Broadband B are
all substitutes and that the two broadband options are especially strong substitutes.
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Comparative Results

Household Income
Table 14 shows household income’s effects on demand for Internet service.
Results are estimated with all non-income household characteristics set to their sample
mean levels. The resulting “average” household faces a computer price of $500, a dial
up price of $15, a Broadband A price of $30, and a Broadband B price of $45. The
Broadband A and B speeds are 10 and 45 times the speed of dial-up, respectively.

Table 14. Estimated Subscription Probabilities by Household Income
No Internet

Dial-up

Broadband A

Broadband B

<3 0k
3 0-50k
>5 0k

43
21
4

Model A
37
40
24

16
22
43

4
17
29

<3 0k
30-50k
>50k

12
21
5

Model B
50
47
33

29
19
43

9
13
20

Income

Model A results show that a relatively high 43 percent of low-income households choose
to not subscribe to Internet service. In contrast, only 4 percent of high-income
households opt against residential access, and 72 percent choose broadband. The Model
B results indicate that income itself explains only part of the observed differences in
demand. Indeed, income appears irrelevant, if not counterintuitive, with respect to
differences between low-income and middle-income households. High-income
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households, however, continue to demand more and better service than other households
after controlling for other variables.

Alternative-Specific Variables
Models A and B estimate similar effects of price on demand. For both models,
the effect of price at the top level is negative but statistically insignificant. Seemingly,
most households with interest in residential service are willing to pay any reasonable
price to obtain it. The differences between the price of dial-up and Broadband A and
between the prices of Broadband A and B are more important. The implication is that
many households feel they obtain required Internet benefits with dial-up, and are only
willing to pay for broadband at the right price.
In logistic modeling, changes in independent variables have their greatest impact
when a consumer has a 50-percent probability of choosing a specified option. At this
level, a one-dollar decrease in the price of Internet service induces a 0.3 percent increase
in the probability o f subscribe to Internet service. In contrast, a one-dollar decrease in the
price of broadband service leads to a much larger 1.7 percent increase in the probability
of subscribing to broadband (conditional upon choosing to subscribe to Internet service).
A one-dollar decrease in the price of Broadband B leads to a 2.3 percent increase in the
probability of subscribing to Broadband B (conditional upon choosing to subscribe to
broadband service).
Table 15 further clarifies the effect of price on demand for Internet service. The
table shows the estimated effect on subscription probabilities of low, middle, and high
income households o f changing the value o f a specified factor. All other variables are set
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at their mean values. The top half of Table 15 shows the differing impacts of the dial-up
and Broadband prices on demand.5
Computer price may also have an important impact on demand. Although both
the Model A and B estimates are statistically insignificant (as shown in Tables 10 and
11), their effects are substantial and consistent with a priori expectations. The negative
interaction between household income and computer price indicates the effect is most
important for low-income households. As shown in Table 15, a low-income household
with access to a $200 computer has the same estimated probability of obtaining
residential service as a high-income household which is only able to purchase an $800
computer. Given the small sample size used in this thesis, this statistically insignificant
estimated effect likely requires further study.
Connection speed appears to have little effect on demand. This finding is
somewhat surprising given that speed is the only non-price difference between
Broadband A and Broadband B. If speed is relatively unimportant, few broadband
consumers would be expected to opt for the relatively expensive Broadband B. However,
this reasoning is inconsistent with the substantial portion of broadband customers who
actually chose Broadband B. This apparent inconsistency may be explained by an
inability to conceptualize differences in speed. Many consumers may favor Broadband B
because they feel a higher speed is better but not because they understand or react to the
extent to which a specific Broadband B is faster than a specific Broadband A.

5 The estimated effects shown in Table 14 are illustrative only. The table does not show confidence bounds
or otherwise indicate the statistical significance of estimated effects. Rather, the table merely provides
“best-fit” point estimates of the percentage of low-, middle-, and high-income households subscribing to
each alternative under specified scenarios.
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Table 15. Estimated Subscription Probabilities by Income and Other Variables
Percent Subscribing by Subscription and Income

Category

Dial-up Price
Broadband A
Price
Broadband B
Price
Computer
Price

Age
Household
Size
Teens
Education
Race /
Ethnicity
High-Tech
Preference
Days Online

Intense

Appeal
Outside
Access

Variable

No Internet
M
H
L

5
15
25
15
35
40
25
50
60
200
500
800

11
12
12
12
13
13
11
12
12
7
12
19

<51
51-60
>60
HHS=1
HHS=3
HHS=5
No teens
Teens
HS or less
>HS
White
Other
Pref<3
Pref=3
Pref>3
Days=l
Days=4
Days=7
Intense^l
Intense=3
Intense=5
Appealed
Appeal-3
Appeal=5
No
Yes

11
9
16
22
12
7
10
18
19
10
10
34
27
8
6
12
12
12
11
12
13
47
7
1
12
12

19
21
22
21
22
23
20
21
21
15
21
28

Price
4
5
5
4
5
6
4
5
5
3
5
7

L

Dial-up
M
H

Variables
51
49
50
47
50
47
48
46
56
53
62
57
46
43
51
48
51
49
53
51
50
47
46
43

Household-Specific
4
49
20
4
52
17
26
6
51
9
47
35
50
22
5
50
13
3
4
56
18
30
7
35
54
31
8
4
48
18
4
50
18
41
16
50
46
12
42
56
3
15
41
11
2
4
48
20
21
5
50
5
52
21
4
46
20
54
22
5
6
61
23
27
41
63
46
13
3
22
1
0
21
5
53
4
46
21

Broadband B
H
L
M

33
33
33
31
40
48
28
34
35
34
33
32

29
29
29
30
23
18
14
31
34
30
29
27

19
19
19
20
15
12
7
22
26
20
19
17

43
43
43
44
37
32
17
48
55
43
43
42

9
9
9
10
11
12
29
6
3
10
9
9

13
13
12
13
13
13
30
9
4
13
13
12

20
20
20
20
23
26
50
14
6
20
20
19

Variables
32
47
50
34
46
36
34
41
47
33
50
31
54
39
32
21
41
48
46
30
48
33
34
33
36
38
54
37
41
23
45
30
47
33
49
35
44
29
37
51
56
46
29
43
46
28
10
25
50
37
44
29

32
25
24
25
29
31
24
41
24
30
30
19
22
26
37
28
29
29
34
24
17
9
35
58
27
30

22
15
15
16
19
21
15
28
16
19
20
11
14
17
25
17
19
20
23
16
10
5
24
44
18
20

47
35
37
42
43
42
36
58
42
41
43
35
40
38
46
39
42
45
48
38
27
21
47
61
42
42

8
14
10
6
9
12
10
7
4
13
10
6
5
10
16
13
10
7
9
9
9
3
11
19
7
12

11
18
12
8
12
17
13
10
5
17
13
7
6
14
23
17
13
10
13
12
11
3
16
30
10
16

17
28
21
15
19
24
21
14
9
25
20
15
12
21
29
26
20
15
19
20
21
10
22
29
16
24

Note: L - low income, M - middle income, H - high income.
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Broadband A
H
L
M

Other Variables
In addition to price effects, Table 15 estimates the effects of changes in several
household-specific variables. Tables 11 through 13 indicate the statistical significance of
each variable’s effect.
Age. Generally, the effect of age was not statistically significant. As expected,
the >60 category demanded less Internet service than <50 households. The 51-60
category, however, demanded more service. While both the 51-60 and >60 categories
had relatively low broadband demand, they both had relatively high Broadband B
demand conditional upon subscribing to broadband. Some of these unexpected effects
may be partially explained by the relatively high levels of wealth amassed by some
households in these categories. Accumulated wealth may induce relatively liberal
spending on Internet and other services.
Household Size. In each level of modeling, household size had an expected
positive effect on the probability of subscription. However, the effect was only
significant at the top level. The presence of at least one adolescent in the household had a
significant impact at all three levels. Surprisingly, the impact was negative at the top and
bottom levels.
Education. Highly educated households had greater subscription probabilities
than those households with a high school degree or less. However, the effect was
significant at the top level only. This effect is consistent with a priori expectations and
previous studies of Internet service demand.
Race / Ethnicity. White households had a significantly greater probability of
subscribing to Internet service than minority households. However, conditional upon
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subscribing to Internet service, the estimated probabilities of subscribing to dial-up or
either broadband option were similar for both categories.
High-Tech Preferences. As expected, households which expressed greater than
average interest in high-tech goods and services had greater than average demand for
Internet service, broadband service, and Broadband B service. Indeed, changing to a
greater-than-average preference from a lower-than-average preference resulted in a
greater increase in subscription probability than any other discrete change. For an
average low-income household, this probability rises from 73 to 94 percent.
Days Online per Week. Though insignificantly, increases in days spent online per
week correlate negatively with probability of subscribing to broadband and, conditional
upon broadband subscription, subscribing to Broadband B. This result may simply
reflect the benefits of time-saving broadband service. Households with broadband may
require less time to perform all necessary downloads and other Internet-related work.
This finding may also relate to the time-savings requirements of some broadband
customers. Consumers with little spare time may subscribe to fast service in order to
economize their time spent online. Given their lack of spare time, these consumers may
spend relatively little time online at home.
Internet Application Appeal. Not surprisingly, consumers who assigned email,
browsing, chatting, and byte-intensive applications a high average rating have higherthan-average probabilities o f subscribing to Internet service, broadband conditional upon
Internet service, and Broadband B conditional upon broadband. In addition, consumers
who expressed substantial interest in byte-intensive applications favored Broadband B
conditional upon subscribing to broadband service. Surprisingly, such consumers had a
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less-than-average (though not significantly) probability of subscribing to broadband
generally.
Outside Access. Internet access outside the home appears to have no effect on
probability of residential access. Conditional upon a residential subscription, however,
outside access appears to increase the probability of subscribing to broadband and
Broadband B, albeit not significantly. This effect may reflect impatience for dial-up
service after becoming accustomed to superior high-speed service in a work or
educational setting.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

As shown by numerous previous studies, the United States has an income-related
digital divide. High-income households subscribe to more Internet service and to higherquality service than low-income households. Arguably, this difference limits
opportunities for low-income households and perpetuates societal inequalities.
Additional digital-divide concerns relate to the untapped benefits, including externalities,
which might result with additional usage by the general populace. This thesis confirms
the existence of an income-based digital divide, investigates the extent of the divide, and
examines the causes of differing subscription rates.
To investigate the digital divide, 211 personal interviews were conducted in
Tooele, Utah during the summer of 2005. Respondents provided household specific data
concerning income, age, education, and other possible determinants of demand for
Internet service. The respondents were then asked to indicate to which, if any, of three
possible Internet plans (a dial-up plan, a relatively slow broadband plan, and a relatively
fast broadband plan) they would subscribe in a hypothetical scenario. Prices and
broadband speeds were varied across scenarios to allow estimation over a wide range of
each alternative-specific independent variable.
The resulting data were subject to nested Logit analysis. The two broadband
plans were nested together in a general broadband option. This option was nested with
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the dial-up plan in a general Internet option. The nested modeling allowed for correlation
among the error terms o f the utility statements of options that were nested together.
Two nested Logit models were estimated. In the first model, the only householdspecific variable employed was household income. The analysis showed that the
“average low-income household” was substantially less likely to subscribe to Internet
service than the “average high-income household”. Low-income households which
chose to subscribe were likewise significantly less likely to opt for broadband service
instead of dial-up service, though this disparity was not as wide.
A second model included several other household-specific variables. Estimation
results indicated that much of the income-based digital divide actually reflects differences
in these non-income factors, such as age, household size, and education. Indeed, after
including these factors in modeling, household income generally became statistically
insignificant. The exception was demand for broadband service conditional upon
choosing to subscribe to the Internet; high-income households demanded more broadband
than low-income households.
Of course, even the reduced effect of income in the second model only partially
reflects the differing budget constraints of low- and high-income households. Secondmodel variables such as education cannot completely account for the many complex,
preference-altering differences between low-income and high-income household
environments. Additional differences which were not modeled (and possibly could not
be modeled) remained confounded with the budget-constraint effect of household
income. That is, even the second model likely overestimates the effect of differing
budget constraints on Internet service preferences.
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Notably, the results of this thesis show that the income-based digital divide would
only be partially narrowed by providing all consumers with the same income. Other
more realistic short-term policies would also be only somewhat helpful. Service price
reductions, for example, would likely lead to only small increases in overall household
penetration. As indicated by a relatively small, statistically insignificant effect of dial-up
price, most households that desire service appear willing to subscribe to a minimum of
dial-up service at any reasonable price. Broadband subsidies, however, would likely be
somewhat more effective in narrowing the income-based broadband digital divide.
This thesis does show some possible benefits from improving accessibility to
affordable home computers. However, confidence in this finding is limited by the
study’s low sample size.
The most important factors relating to the income-based digital divide reflect
differences in general preferences. These differences are either partially a result of or
partially reflected by differences in education, age, household size, and other modeled
variables. The significance of these variables indicates the most effective strategies for
narrowing the digital divide may be long-term solutions that affect tastes, and not short
term financial incentives. Of course, tastes are related to many environmental factors
beyond the control of public policy. Preference “inertia” may limit the ability of the
government to convince many adults (particularly seniors, who have significantly less
than average residential access) of the benefits of a subscription. In addition, the
government has only limited opportunities to introduce Intemet-service benefits to adults.
Nonetheless, local governments have substantial influence among potential future
Intemet-service subscribers: young children and adolescents in the public schools. By
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strongly emphasizing computer and Internet education, schools can ensure that students
from all backgrounds have early access to Internet service and an understanding of
related benefits.
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APPENDIX A
INTERNET SERVICE AND THE DIGITAL DIVIDE

Internet Penetration
Harris polls have been tracking Internet access rates since 1995. As shown by
Figure A. 1, these rates have increased across time. Although the growth rate seems to
have fallen around 1999, overall access has continued to trend upward. The latest results
(between February and April of 2005) reveal 74 percent of respondents accessing the
Internet from some location. 66 percent access the Internet from home (Taylor 2005).

Internet Access Across Time
100
90
80
~ 70

-4— All Online %

g 60
o

50

S.

40
30
20
10
0

-«— Online at Home %

Online at W ork %

Online at Other
Location %

Survey Dates
Source: Humphrey Taylor (2004), Harris poll: Almost three-quarters o f all U.S. adults -an estimated 163
million—go online’, available from http://www.harrisinteractive.com/harris_poll/index.asp?PID= 569,
accessed 27 October 2005.

Fig. A.I. Internet Access Across Time.
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A March 18 2004 report by Nielsen Net Rating measures online growth from a
different angle. While the Harris findings measure only those who go online, the Nielsen
Net Rating figures represent all adults who have access to the Internet at home.
According to the report, residential access to Internet grew substantially between 2003
and 2004. Specifically, from February 2003 to February 2004, residential Internet access
rose from 66 to 75 percent of Americans (Kim 2004).
While dial-up growth led America’s online revolution early on, broadband
subscriptions have grown significantly in recent years. Since 1999, the FCC has tracked
the number of high-speed lines across the country. Table A.l details broadband’s
expansion rate (FCC 2004). While percentage growth has steadily fallen in recent years,
the absolute rate o f growth has risen substantially. Because much of residential
broadband growth has occurred at the expense of former dial-up connections, the
percentage of broadband subscriptions to total Internet subscriptions has rocketed. From
August 2000 to September 2001, for example, residential broadband subscription rose
from 5 to 10.8 percent of all households. Broadband’s share of residential access rose
from 11.2 to 20 percent (U.S. Department of Commerce 2002, 35-36).
Subsequent studies have confirmed this trend.
1.

Two recent Harris polls depict broadband subscriptions growing from 22
percent o f all residential Internet subscription in early 2002 to 54 percent
in mid 2005 (Taylor 2005).

2.

An April 2004 Pew Internet and American Life Project report found that
24 percent o f adult Americans (and 39 percent of adult Americans with
residential Internet service) had a broadband connection at home
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Table A.I. High-Speed Line Growth Across Time
Date
Dec-99
Jun-00
Dec-00
Jun-01
Dec-01
Jun-02
Dec-02
Jun-03
Dec-03
Jun-04
Dec-04

Line Count
2,754,286
4,367,434
7,069,874
9,616,341
12,792,812
16,202,540
19,881,549
23,459,671
28,230,149
32,458,458
37,890,646

Absolute Growth
—

1,613,148
2,702,440
2,546,467
3,176,471
3,409,728
3,679,009
3,578,122
4,770,478
4,228,309
5,432,188

Percentage Growth
—

59%
62%
36%
33%
27%
23%
18%
20%
15%
17%

Source: Federal Communications Commission Website: http://www.fcc.gov/wcb/iatd/comp.html (FCC
2005)

An April 2004 Pew Internet and American Life Project report found that
24 percent of adult Americans (and 39 percent of adult Americans with
residential Internet service) had a broadband connection at home
(Horrigan 2004). This represents 60 percent growth since March 2003.6
3.

More recent data released by Suzy Bausch and Tracy Yen (2005) of
Nielsen//NetRating indicate that the number of Americans with residential
broadband service rose from 36 to 42 percent of the population between
January and August 2005. This increase coincided with a jump in the
proportion o f residential Internet users who access the Internet through
broadband connections from 51 to 61 percent of all residential Internet
users.

Despite significant broadband subscription growth, some policy makers are
unsatisfied with current take-up rates. Compared to some countries (e.g. South Korea

6 Most of this growth has occurred in the DSL market, rising from a 28 percent market share o f broadband
connections in March 2003 to 42 percent in February 2004. Although cable-modern growth has also
occurred, cable’s share of the broadband market fell from 67 percent to 54 percent over the same period.
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where 75 percent of households have broadband subscriptions [Lee 2005]), the United
States is lagging. Such officials believe that slower-than-optimal broadband growth is
causing the United States to forgo significant economic benefits.

Internet Benefits
In the Economic and Social Benefits o f Broadband, author Meredith Singer argues
that Broadband accelerates economic growth by creating jobs, increasing income, and
improving worker productivity. Broadband expansion boosts demand for related
equipment and spurs offshoot industries. Singer also stresses indirect benefits such as
increased e-commerce, reduced commuting needs, and more efficient distribution of
goods and services (Singer 2002, 4).
Other early studies have attempted to quantify economic benefits of broadband
expansion. A well known July 2001 study by Robert Crandall and Charles Jackson
concludes that the expanding broadband slowly in the United States is costly. By
achieving widespread adoption in 5 to 10 years instead of a longer-term 25 years, the
economy can reap $420 billion in additional consumer benefit and $80 billion in
additional producer benefit (Crandall and Jackson 2001, 54).
In a February 2002 article, Stephen Pociask addresses additional broadband
benefits. He estimates that construction of a nationwide broadband network would
generate 237,000 high-quality, permanent jobs directly through broadband service
provider and equipment provider employment. In addition, Pociask forecasts 914,000
indirect jobs in other industries and several other economic benefits including
productivity gains, network security improvements, and development of new products for
international sales (Pociask 2002, 2, 8-9).
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Internet-related benefits are not limited to broadband, of course. Given its initial
prevalence, dial-up access has played a major role in economic growth and in consumer
wellbeing. The extent to which Internet service generally benefits consumers is unclear,
but rapid subscription-rate growth suggests the effect has been colossal.
One of the Internet’s most commonly touted benefits is its simulation of a perfect
7
market. Although not entirely undisputed , claims of low Internet prices are common.
*

*

•

While confirming this finding generally, a recent study by economists at MIT suggests
consumers benefit even more from online variety (Brynjolfsson 2003). Table A.2
portrays this variety in selected markets. In the book market, for example, Amazon.com
consumers have 23 times as much selection as customers at the largest “brick-andmortar” bookstores.

Table A.2. Product Variety Online and Offline
Product Type
Books
CDs
DVDs
Digital Cameras
Portable MP3 Players
Flatbed Scanners

Amazon.com Variety
2,300,000
250,000
18,000
213
128
171

Typical Large Offline Store Variety
40,000-100,000
5000-15,000
500-1500
36
16
13

Source: Erik Brynjolfsson, Michael D. Smith, and Yu (Jeffrey) Hu. (2003), Consumer surplus in the
digital economy: estimating the value o f increased product variety at online booksellers. Management
Science 49 (November).

By reducing searching and transaction costs for obscure products, Internet
retailers trigger significant benefit for their customers. The researchers conclude that
availability o f obscure books through Amazon.com generated $1 billion in consumer

7 See for example, Koch, James V. (2003) Are prices lower on the Internet? Not Always!, Business
Horizons, pp. 47-52.
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welfare during 2000. Low Amazon prices contributed a relatively low $100 million in
savings. Although their study was limited to Amazon book sales, the authors conclude
that Internet variety benefits consumers substantially.

Digital Divide
An issue related to overall broadband take-up rates is the so-called “digital
divide”. This concept concerns differences in Internet access rates among subgroups of
the population. Policy makers concerned with the digital divide feel that Intemet-access
disparities disadvantage low-income Americans, older Americans, minorities, and those
living in rural locations.
Arguably, digital-divide concerns are misplaced. Because Internet access is a
luxury good, demand for access increases as incomes increase. In maximizing their
utility, consumers select an optimal bundle of goods, and just as this bundle does not
always include a flat-screen television, it doesn’t always consist of Internet access.
Normatively, however, some policy makers believe that Internet access should be part of
the bundle. These policy makers feel that Internet access is not an isolated good. Rather,
it empowers consumers, provides information, and enables communication. Arguably,
inability to access the Internet isn’t merely an inconvenience; it’s an obstacle to fully
participating in modem society.8 Residents without Internet access forgo educational
opportunities, medical and governmental information, employment opportunities, and
awareness of important events.

8 In addition to having equity concerns, policy makers worry that the digital divide leads to suboptimal
broadband take-up and growth rates. The relatively low intensity with which some subgroups subscribe to
broadband pulls down the country’s overall subscription rate.
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Perhaps the most well known documents concerning the digital divide, a series of
four reports entitled Falling Through the Net, were issued by the U.S. Commerce
Department between 1998 and 2000. While offering signs of progress, the final report
confirmed the divide’s continued presence (U.S. Department of Commerce 2000, 35-36).
Not all “divides”, however, are alike. Among the report’s findings, 38.9 percent of rural
Americans, compared to 41.5 percent of all Americans, had Internet access. At least for
dial-up access, the rural/urban divide was not wide. Neither was the gender divide;
measured by usage (not household access), 44.6 percent of men and 44.2 percent of
women were online. The racial divide was more important, with only 23.5 percent of
Black households and 23.6 percent of Hispanic households having access. And although
access had recently increased across all income categories, households with incomes
above $75,000 were more than three times as likely to have access as households with
incomes between $15,000 and $25,000. The broadband digital divide was also apparent.
O f online households with incomes over $75,000, 13.8 percent had high-speed access to
the Internet. This contrasts with 7.3 percent for online households with incomes between
$15,000 and $20,000.
The U.S. Commerce Department elaborated on the digital divide in a 2002 report
(U.S. Department of Commerce 2002, 35-36). In the study, the authors used Gini
coefficients to summarize income-related Intemet-connection inequality9 From 2000 to

9 Basically, the coefficient equals 2 times the area between a Lorenz curve and a diagonal line from the
graph’s origin to coordinate (1,1). Individuals are lined across the x-axis in order of income. For example,
if there were 10 individuals, the individual with the lowest income would be represented by x = 0.1. The
individual with the highest income would be represented by x = 1. The Y axis indicates the cumulative
percent of all individuals with Internet connections. If all individual have internet access, the area between
the diagonal curve and the cumulative percent curve (the Lorenz curve) is zero. If only the richest
individual has internet access, the area is almost 0.5. Less extreme inequalities provide areas somewhere in
between. The Gini coefficient is computed by doubling the area between the curves; consequently, the
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2001, the coefficient for residential Internet access fell from 0.309 to 0.270. Over the
same period, the Broadband coefficient fell relatively little— from 0.395 to 0.374. As a
baseline, the Gini coefficient for income inequality was 0.46 in 2000; the computer
ownership coefficient was approximately 0.26.
On April 16, 2003, the Pew Internet Project published a new report concerning
the digital divide. The report concluded that a digital divide continues to exist. Old,
poor, Black, Hispanic, and rural residents have significantly less access than the
population as a whole. Table A.3 presents the report’s findings concerning income
(Lenhart 2003). Although Internet penetration increased across all income groups
between 2000 and 2002, the percentage-point difference between the lowest income
group and the other groups either remained constant or actually grew.

Table A.3. Internet Usage by Income Category
2000
31
52
67
78

Household Income
Less than $30,000
$30,000 to $50,000
$50,000 to $75,000
Greater than $75,000

2002
38
65
74
86

Source: Amanda Lenhart (2003), Pew Internet and American Life Project Report: The ever-shifting
internet population: a new look at Internet access and the digital divide; available from
http://www.pewinternet.org/pdfs/PIP_Shifting_Net_Pop_Report.pdf, accessed 27 October 2005.

More recent data gathered through a Harris Interactive (2005) survey indicate that
the 44 percent o f polled households with incomes greater than $50,000 accounted for 52
percent of all reported residential Internet subscriptions between February and April,

value is bounded by zero and one. High Gini coefficients translate to high inequality o f access on the basis
of income. See pp. 85-90 of report.
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2005 . The 21 percent of households with incomes lower than $25,000 accounted for
only 16 percent of these subscriptions.

Reasons for a Divide
If policy makers are to bridge the digital divide, they must understand why it
exists. That is, they must understand why certain subpopulations obtain access at lower
rates than others. Such an understanding requires an analysis of differences in supply and
demand.

Internet Availability / Supply
Given widespread dial-up service availability10, supply concerns are more
relevant to broadband than to the overall access divide. Broadband facilities are also
becoming widespread.
In September 2004, the FCC issued its fourth 706 (FCC Report 2004), outlining
broadband availability across the United States. In recent years, availability has
increased dramatically. From June 2001 to December 2003, the percentage of the
nation’s zip codes with no broadband availability fell from 22.2 to 6.8 percent. Zip codes
with four or more providers increased from 27.5 to 46.3 percent. Notably, rural zip codes
with broadband increased from 37 to 73 percent. Clearly, broadband facilities are widely
available in much if not most o f the country. The report cautions, however, that presence
within a zip code does not indicate availability throughout the zip code. Many rural areas
continue to have little or no wireline broadband service.

10 Dial-up access availability has been widespread for several years. Consequently, the cost of Internet
access entails no more than a monthly charge for the vast majority of Americans. Undoubtedly, the costs
o f owning a computer and paying this charge explain non-subscription rates much better than any lack of
Internet availability.
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Focusing on broadband availability, James E. Prieger examined the digital-divide
hypothesis (Prieger 2003). With regression analysis, he examined the relationship
between broadband availability in a zip code and zip code-specific factors during 2000.
In his initial regression results, he found a correlation between availability and important
digital-divide factors such as race and income. However, the effects of these factors were
insignificant in further regressions, which included variables reflecting construction costs
and costs of service. Evident from Prieger’s final results, these cost factors explain
broadband availability well. One proxy variable for cost, population density, had an
especially strong correlation with broadband availability.11 Despite such findings,
however, policy makers may deem the correlation of Race and Income with network
costs as grounds to address digital-divide supply concerns.
O f course, even the remotest areas have access to broadband satellite. If
broadband supply and availability were equivalent, therefore, broadband supply would
not be an issue at all. Unfortunately, broadband supply only partially relates to overall
availability. Supply also depends on the number of providers serving the region. As this
number increases, competition (at least theoretically) results in some combination of
lower prices, better quality, and more variety. Because many served regions have only
one or two providers, suboptimal supply may play a role in low broadband penetration.

Demand for Internet Services
If the digital divide cannot be fully explained by differences in supply, differences

11 Notably, however, population-density variables encompass both supply (expense o f building a network
in areas without close proximity among residencies) and demand (number of potential consumers)
considerations. Consequently, the effects of these variables are not easily interpretable. In contrast, Race
and Income regression results have clear interpretations; neither factor significantly impacts availability.
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in demand are crucial. This finding is not surprising, of course. Given their different
“average” tastes and preferences, subpopulations consume different amounts of many
goods and services.
Perhaps income-related differences in demand are most easily explainable. Over
a certain range of income, Internet access seems to be a luxury good. That is,
subscription rates increase as income increases. At higher income levels, some
households may consider online access a “necessity” while broadband access continues
to be a luxury. Given household budget constraints, some Americans may simply find
broadband, or any type o f access, unaffordable.
While income-related variation in demand is not surprising, it by no means
applies to all goods and services. Regardless of income, for example, virtually everyone
has a television set, telephone service, and a microwave. The income-related digital
divide may simply reflect the fact that much of the public does not view the Internet, and
especially broadband, as a necessary service.
Over recent years, much discussion has centered on a possible demand driver—
the “killer app”. This application would be viewed as so necessary or desirable that the
vast majority of Americans would obtain broadband to access it. Unfortunately, no one is
certain whether such an application will actually appear, when it will appear, and what it
might be. Perhaps ironically, many of the policy makers concerned with suboptimal
broadband growth are strongly opposed to the Internet feature that has come closest to
being a “killer app”—transfer of copyrighted music and video. Without the elusive
“killer app”, widespread broadband adoption will likely require falling prices, stronger
preferences for traditional applications, or both.
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Growth Across Time
Supply and demand are not stable over time. Rather, they grow or decline as
investments occur, tastes change, and technologies improve. To address the digital
divide appropriately, policy makers need to forecast future supply and demand given
present policy solutions or government inaction.
Network theory may explain part of the Internet’s growth. Graphically,
expansion is S-shaped; growth begins slowly because the value of belonging to the
network is minimal when few others belong to it. As growth continues, however,
benefits to potential subscribers increase; and positive network externalities benefit
everyone. Network theory explains suboptimal past growth in the telecommunications
market, and may be applicable to email and instant messaging Internet service.
Other aspects of subscription growth may be explained by typical growth patterns
of high-tech goods and services. Historically, high-income households have been early
adopters o f new technologies. As prices decrease, improvements occur, and the populace
becomes aware of a technology’s benefits, adoption becomes more widespread. Again,
growth is often S-shaped over time.
Arguably, network growth and technology market growth occur at a suboptimal
rate. In networks, potential customers avoid subscribing only because other potential
customers are doing the same. Potential customers forgo “high-tech” products until
prices drop and potential improvements occur (many of which occur slowly because the
sub optimally small customer base does not warrant the high cost of investment).
Eventually, however, subscription rates reach saturation levels. Arguably, general access
is already reaching these levels. Given present subscription levels, the potential for rapid
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future growth is clearly limited. Broadband growth, however, may be in an earlier
growth phase. Even without lower costs or new applications, there may be substantial
future expansion.12
Notably, not all subpopulations need begin or end market growth concurrently.
Historically, high-income households adopted new technologies early. As some of these
households subscribe early on, they begin the slow growth process among their peers.
Other subpopulations begin subscribing later— often when the service is better known
and less expensive. Given these differences in growth phases, a static comparison of
“pre-saturation” subscription rates may inaccurately depict long-term differences among
subpopulations.

Summary
Over the past decade, demand for residential Internet service has grown
dramatically. This growth has been substantial for most subpopulations in the country,
including low-income and high-income households alike. However, total growth has
been less for low-income households than for other households. The resulting disparity is
the steadily narrowing, but still very real, digital divide.
The digital divide is a controversial issue. Opinions vary concerning the
problem’s seriousness and appropriate methods of addressing it. While most policy
makers may be concerned with unfairness or unequal opportunities inherent in the divide,

12 Increased broadband subscriptions may also be a result of past network growth in general Internet access.
In recent years, average time spent online has risen. This rise may partially stem from increases in overall
subscription rates. Given network externalities, time spent online may be more valuable and slow
connections more costly than before. Broadband subscription rates may also reflect variety in consumer
applications. As initial variety is low, few consumers subscribe. In turn, the small consumer base reduces
incentives to develop new applications. Slowly, network growth increases these incentives, and new
applications encourage additional growth.
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others may worry about the divide’s negative impact on network and economic growth.
In either case, policy solutions require an understanding of the reasons for the divide.
With respect to dial-up access, supply-side issues appear unimportant. Almost all
Americans have toll-free access to dial-up service, and most Americans have numerous
ISP choices (US Internet Council 2001). As such, differences in demand probably
explain most of the dial-up digital divide. In contrast, broadband supply may be an
important factor in explaining the broadband digital divide. Relatively low accessibility
for low-income and minority households may explain some of the observed disparities.
Again, however, differences in demand among subpopulations are also probably highly
relevant.
Knowledge of the extent to which low-income households demand Internet
differently than high-income households provides a basis for developing a strategy to
resolve the divide and an estimate of required costs.
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APPENDIX B.
DISCRETE CHOICE ANALYSIS WITH LOGIT AND NESTED LOGIT

Much of the information presented in this appendix follows Train (2003),
Chapters 3 and 4. The interested reader will find this source useful in understanding
multinomial Logit, nested Logit, and related models.

Random Utility Model
Economists often analyze discrete choice scenarios using the random utility
model. To test this model, they use numerous statistical methods including logistic
regression. This appendix describes binary, multinomial, and nested logistic methods,
and explains their application to discrete choice.
Discrete choice models estimate consumer demand differently than other models
because of the nature of “discrete-choice goods”. The typical assumption of “more is
better” does not apply to these goods. That is, the individual consumer either cannot
choose a quantity greater than 1 or will not do so because additional consumption of the
good does not increase utility. An example of such a good is Internet service. Basic
economic theory posits that the consumer will subscribe to the best plan available, i.e.,
the plan that contributes most to consumer utility. Although additional subscriptions are
possible, they do not benefit the consumer’s household.
Economists model demand for discrete-choice goods for the same reason they
model demand for any other good—to understand consumer behavior. Often, this
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behavior is partially a function of an individual consumer’s characteristics, only some of
which are readily measurable, and partially a function of the attributes of the goods in
demand, e.g., Internet subscriptions. By relating these factors to consumer decisions,
observers can estimate the effect each factor has on relative utility. Unfortunately, even
the most important variables explain only a portion of relative utility; unmeasured
attributes, which appear random to the observer, account for remaining differences.
Careful modeling and specification of the random utility model enables researchers to
estimate the explained portion of relative utility and to ascertain the magnitude of the
unexplained portion.
The following equation, which describes Consumer n ’s utility when subscribing
to a hypothetical dial-up Internet service, is consistent with the random utility model:

1. Ux = Pn + j3lxpricex + ft ^income + jux

The constant “/?yy” represents the base utility the consumer receives from dial-up
Internet service regardless of price or household characteristics. The coefficient “/?2 y”
indicates the extent to which increases in price reduce consumer utility. The coefficient
“/?jy” represents the effect of household income on consumer utility. The net effect of
unobserved factors, which appear random to the modeler, is represented by the error
term, /yy.
By opting for broadband service instead of dial-up, the same consumer might
obtain the following utility:
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2. U 2 - f t X2 + P 11p r i c e 2 + f t 32^n c o m e + P j >

If so, the difference in utility associated with the two services is

3a. U2 - Ux = ftX2 - ftxx + ft22price2 - ft2\Pr^ce\ + (Pn - ft ^in c o m e + //2 -

,

or if ft2i = P22 ,
3b. U2 - U x - PX2 - J3U + fi2(price2 - pricex>+ (/?32 -

)income + ju2 - jux,

or more generally,
4. U2 - U l =(V2 - Vl) + ( p 2 - p x),

where Vj and pj are the explained and unexplained portions of utility, respectively.

If this difference is positive, the utility-maximizing consumer will choose to subscribe
to the broadband service.
The base utility (ftp) is the coefficient on each option’s alternative-specific constant,
i.e., y-intercept. Price is an example of an alternative-specific variable. As suggested by
Equation 3.b, the effect o f changes in these variables on utility is typically independent of
the consumer’s choice. That is, a $5 increase in the price of dial-up service is equally as
distasteful to a dial-up customer as is a $5 increase in the price o f broadband service to a
broadband customer. Differences in the values of these variables across choices explain
differences in the utility corresponding to each choice.
Individual-specific variables also affect relative utilities, but in a different way.
Household income serves as an example. The most substantial impact of income on
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utility is likely unrelated to the Intemet-service choice. That is, increases in income
improve utility regardless of the consumer’s choice. If this were the only effect of
income, f t / would equal f t 2 , and household income would be irrelevant to consumer
choice. However, significant interactions between individual characteristics (e.g.,
household income) and alternative-specific variables (e.g., each option’s intercept) are
possible. In the present example, households with high incomes may obtain more utility
by subscribing to the Internet than other households. Perhaps time spent online is more
enjoyable for high-income households than for other households, or maybe high-income
households are most able to appreciate time and money savings available through the
Internet. Another possibility is that their opportunity cost of subscribing to the Internet is
lower than that of other households because of the reduced marginal utility high-income
households obtain from already greater-than-average consumption of alternative goods.
Regardless of the reason, the random-utility model provides a framework for analyzing
the impact o f household characteristics on consumer demand.
Consumer choice also depends on differences in random error (//2 -//y). In the present
example, the consumer subscribes to broadband service if this unexplained difference in
relative utility is greater than the explained difference in relative utility.

5.

If

< Vnj-Vn2 , Consumer n chooses Option 1

If n n2 ~Hni > Vn]-Vn2 , Consumer n chooses Option 2

Logit Model
Appropriate consumer choice modeling requires an assumption about the
distribution of / /„ 2 - Mm, and this distribution clearly relates to the independent
distribution of each individual error term, Mnj- Conventional logistic regression requires
that each o f these error terms conforms independently to a gumbel distribution, as shown
in Figure B .l.

Fig. B .l: Gumbel Probability Distribution Function
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The gumbel distribution pertains to the extreme value family o f distributions. Of
itself, the distribution does not appear particularly useful. It is right-skewed, and while
its mode equals zero, its mean and median values are both positive. However, the
difference between two independent gumbel values follows the logistic distribution [see
Train (2003)], which is symmetric around zero and similar in appearance to the normal
distribution. The distributions are compared graphically in Figure B.2.

9-

fiM n l
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^ _|_ e unl- i i n2 y

—— Normal
Logistic

Fig. B.2: Logistic and Normal Probability Distributions

As shown by Figure B.2, in which the variance of the logistic and normal
distributions are each normalized to 1, the logistic pdf peaks higher than the normal pdf
and is sloped relatively steeply around the peak. Further from the peak, the logistic slope
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becomes relatively flat, leading to relatively fat tails. In general, practitioners have
judged these differences to be unimportant, particularly around the center of the
distribution. Cramer (1991), for example, indicates that the functions are
“indistinguishable” when “fitted to the same data”.
Straightforward integration leads to the logistic cumulative distribution function
(cdf).

10 ®.

=

This function indicates the probability at which the difference between pi and P2
will be equal to or less than any specified value. O f course, a very relevant value to
consider is V 2 - V). If V 2 - Vi is greater than pi - p2, the consumer will choose Option 2
(Equation 5). As such, evaluating Equation 10a with respect to V 2 - Vi shows the
probability of Option 2 (broadband service) being chosen.

iOb.

1
e"2
F(V„2 - V J = P„2 = -----j7—jT-. or by simple rearrangement, —
y1+ e
"2
e + e "2

One of the advantages o f logistic regression is the simplicity of the cdf. Figure
B.3 graphically shows the cdf and its relationship to the pdf. The graph shows the
distribution of the random variable, fin2 ~Mnj■ As previously shown, the probability that a
consumer will subscribe to Option 2 is equal to the probability that junj-jun2 is less than
Vn2 ~Vn1 (Equation 5). For illustrative purposes, Figure B.3 shows a scenario in which
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Vn2 ~Vni is such that 97 percent o f respondents with this difference in explained utility
would choose Option 2.
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Fig. B.3: Relational Graph of Logistic PDF and CDF

As shown above, the logistic cdf has some intuitively desirable characteristics for
discrete choice analysis. For example, regardless of the level of Vn2 -Vni, the probability
of choosing either option remains between 0 and 1. Also, the cdf is vertically symmetric
around the probability of 0.5. Changes in explained relative utility are most influential
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for individuals who have little difference in explained utility to begin with (i.e., slopes
gradually flatten as distance from zero increases).
Notably, the logistic cdf has its appealing S-shaped attributes in common with many
other functions, most markedly the cdf of the normal distribution [which is reached under
the reasonable assumption that the utility equation error terms (Equations 1 and 2) are
normally distributed]. In reality, there is no compelling theoretical reason to assume that
the differences in the error terms are logistically distributed or that the logistic
distribution is superior to other similar distributions. Nonetheless, there are several valid
justifications for using Logit. Cramer (1991) specifies three:

1. The Logit model is a simple approximation to other probability models.
2. The Logit model arises from random processes in which an individual alternates
between two states.
3. The Logit model may be derived from a model underlying individual behavior
with random elements.

If the differences in error terms are normally distributed, Logit is a very close
approximation to reality (figure B.4). If they are distributed differently, their resulting
cdf is still probably S-shaped and can likely be approximated with the Logit cdf. Even if
the Logit specification is imperfect and presents some bias, the straightforward
application of the Logit model likely justifies its usage barring knowledge of a better
distribution.
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Fig. B.4: Logistic and Normal Cumulative Probability Distributions

To estimate coefficient values in the Logit model, practitioners use maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE). Numerous texts describe this approach [see for example,
Greene (1997)]. Basically, MLE uses iterative steps to find the coefficient estimates
that maximize the probability o f observing the sampled values of the dependent variable.
MLE has well documented asymptotic properties, and numerous tests have been devised
to determine the significance of the estimates.
To apply MLE, the practitioner must specify a probability distribution. Equations
6, 7, and 9 show that the utility function error terms follow a gumbel distribution and that
the differences in these terms are logistically distributed. Although these two
distributions are essential to the development of the Logit model, they are not relevant to
MLE. Because utility levels (or differences between these levels) cannot be observed,
parameters affecting these levels cannot be directly estimated. However, the discrete
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choices themselves, specified as 0 for Option 1 and 1 for Option 2, are observed. Each
separate outcome can be modeled as the result of a single draw from a Bernoulli
distribution, with mean and variance determined by the probability of drawing the
observed outcome [see, for example, Freund (1998) for a description of the Bernoulli
distribution]. MLE is performed using the product of these probabilities, which is the
estimated likelihood (Z) of all outcomes having occurred exactly as observed. The utility
equation coefficients that maximize this likelihood equation become the estimates of the
Logit model.

where qnj = 1 if Consumer n selected Option j, 0 otherwise.

As previously stated, the utility equation coefficient estimates are those values
that maximize the probability of obtaining the observed sample outcomes. The
coefficient signs (+ o -) suggest whether changes in the variables affect relative utility
positively or negatively. In addition, asymptotically appropriate MLE tests indicate
which effects are statistically significant. As shown below for Consumer n, model
coefficients reflect the estimated change in the logged ratio of Pj to P 2 , i.e., log odds,
resulting from a 1-unit change in an explanatory variable, e.g., price.
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where /?/, is the coefficient corresponding to the zth variable in the utility equation
for Option j.

Once a Logit model is estimated, outcome probabilities associated with any
combination of independent-variable values are easily obtained. For example, the Logit
cdf (Equation 10) might indicate that a consumer with a household income of $30,000
and access to a $15 dial-up service or a $35 broadband service has a 65 percent
probability of subscribing to the dial-up service.

Multinomial Logit and IIA
Some discrete choice scenarios involve more than one option. Internet service
again provides an example. If a second broadband provider enters the market, consumers
have three viable options. Such a scenario can be modeled with a simple extension of the
binomial logit model—multinomial logit.
Most of the assumptions of the binomial logit model apply to multinomial logit as
well. The consumer still chooses the option associated with the highest utility. For the
present example with three options, this scenario is described as follows:

13.

If n n2 -Hni < Vnj-V n2 and jun3-junJ < Vnj-V n3, Consumer n chooses Option 1
If junj-^n 2 < Vn2 ~Vnj and jun3-jun2 < Vn2 -Vn3, Consumer n chooses Option 2
If junrJUn3 < Vn3-VnJ and jun2 ~jun3 < Vn3-Vn2, Consumer n chooses Option 3

Where unj and Vnj- are respectively the gumbel-distributed error term and the
explained utility associated with subscribing to Internet service from provider j.

The specification of multiple utility equations leads to the multinomial logit
model, which is derived in Train (2003).

14a.

14b.

F ( V .) = P' = —------ ------- — , for the present example, or more generally,
e + e "2 + e "2
b '"h
F (V h) = P . = — — 7T-, where Vnh is one of Consumer n’s J utility equations.

V e aJ

As required, each probability is bounded by 0 and 1, and all probabilities sum to
1. Coefficient estimates are again obtained through MLE by maximizing the likelihood
of observing actual sample results. As before, this likelihood is the product of the
probability of each sample outcome occurring exactly as observed
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where q nj = 1 if Consumer n selected Option j , 0 otherwise.
Often problematically, multinomial Logit requires the assumption of
independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA). As shown below, the ratio of the
probability of choosing Option 2 to the probability of choosing Option 3 is independent
of any changes in independent variables that affect the utility derived from Option 1:

16.
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Stated differently, an x-percent increase in the probability of selecting one option
induces the probability o f selecting each of the remaining options to decrease by ypercent. The equal percent losses incurred by each of these remaining options ensure
each pair’s existing probability ratio remains unchanged.
In the present example, the IIA assumption suggests that a percentage increase in
the market share o f Option 1 induced by lowering Option V s price draws equal numbers
of customers (as a percentage of existing customers) from Options 2 and 3. It might
reasonably be expected, however, that the other broadband option (Option 3) would lose
more customers than the dial-up option. That is, customers who would obtain a high
level of utility from Option 2 might be more likely to obtain a high level of utility from
Option 3 than from Option 1. If so, the error terms for Options 2 and 3 are correlated,
and the IIA assumption leads to biased probability predictions.

An additional example clarifies the consequences of IIA further. A consumer
with certain characteristics is assumed to have a 20-percent probability of subscribing to
a dial-up service and an 80-percent probability of subscribing to a broadband service. It
is further assumed that there are 10 similar broadband providers in the market and only 1
dial-up provider. An econometric model is specified to estimate consumer demand. If
the only explanatory variable included in the model is an indicator variable equal to 1 for
broadband subscriptions and 0 for dial-up subscriptions, the estimated value of the
coefficient will counter-intuitively be negative. That is, estimation will indicate that
explained broadband utility is lower than explained dial-up utility. According to the
model, the reason 80-percent of consumers continue to choose broadband is that the large
number o f broadband options induces a high probability of at least one option having
sufficient error to compensate for the relatively low explained broadband utility.
Appropriate modeling would need to account for the correlation of the broadband error
terms. If done properly, the broadband indicator variable would then be positive,
indicating improved utility from having a faster connection. Even with the expected
utility from each of the broadband options being greater than that of the dial-up option, it
would be possible to observe a probability of subscribing to dial-up service of greater
than 1-in-11 due to the high correlation of broadband error terms.

Nested Logit
To account for possible correlation among certain alternatives, the multinomial
Logit model requires modification. One possible change results in nested Logit. Figure
B.5 depicts a possible nested logit decision tree. Each consumer jointly chooses a branch
(e.g., whether to subscribe to dial-up Internet or broadband Internet) and an option nested
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within the branch (e.g., whether to obtain Broadband service through Provider A or B).
The error terms of all options within the same nest are correlated; the error terms
associated with any two options in different nests are independent.

Service Choice

Dial-up (DU)

DU Provider A

Broadband (BB)

DU Provider B

BB Provider A

BB Provider B

Fig. B.5: Example of a Nested Logit Model Diagram

Development of nested logit requires revised assumptions about the utility
equation error terms. It is now assumed that these terms follow the generalized extreme
value (GEV) distribution, with the following individual and joint cdfs:
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Notably, these cdfs are identical to the cdfs of the gumbel distribution with one
exception: the inclusion of the parameter I. This parameter is inconsequential to the
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individual GEV cdf, which simplifies to the individual gumbel cdf (Equation 7).
However, its inclusion in the joint GEV cdf enables correlation among error terms within
a nest. Table B.l illustrates the effect of X on the GEV joint cdf:
Table B .l. Illustrative Effect of Lambda on GEV-Distributed Errors
Row
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Value of Error Terms within a Nest
Hi
1*2
^3
0.0
0.3
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.0
0.3
0.6
0.0
0.3
0.6
0.0
0.3
0.6
—

—

—

—

—

Lambda (2)
NA
NA
NA
1.00
0.50
0.01
1.00
0.50
0.01

Cumulative
Probability
0.368
0.477
0.578
0.108
0.277
0.473
0.101
0.257
0.368

At X = 1, the error terms within the nest are independent. This finding can be
verified by noting that the cumulative probability of Row 4 (probability that each of three
error terms is less than 0.3) equals that of Row 2 cubed (probability that each of three
independent error terms is less than 0.3). In addition, the cumulative probability of Row
7 equals the product o f the Row 1, 2, and 3 values. The fact that the cumulative
probability for Row 6 (all three error terms < 0.3 and X = 0.01) is only slightly less than
the cumulative probability o f Row 2 (one error term < 0.3) shows that error terms within
a nest become almost completely correlated as X approaches zero.
The assumption of GEV-distributed error terms leads to the nested logit model.
For derivation of this model, see Train (2003), pp. 98, 99.
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where 2^ is the error-term correlation parameter shared by all options in Nest k
(Bk), and where B[ is one o f the K nests.

The reader can easily verify that imposing 2=1 results in the standard multinomial
logit model. As such, multinomial logit can be considered a special case o f the more
general nested logit model.
For purposes of instruction, Equation 19 can be decomposed into two simpler
Logit models, one relevant to the consumer’s final decision (conditional upon branch
selection) and the other relevant to the branch-level decision. Train (2003) shows the
equivalence o f Equation 19 and the product of these two equations.
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Pikxik is a nest-level utility statement, and

22c.

Ykj = ^

Pikjxikj is a lower-level utility statement, as explained below.
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The reader should not mistake the above Logit decomposition as evidence that
consumers first choose a branch (e.g., dial-up or broadband) and then choose an option
nested within that branch. Such an assumption indicates consumers are either irrational
(because they do not consider additional utility obtained at the lower level) or peculiarly
uninformed (because they understand the additional utility provided by options at the
lower level but they don’t know which option provides which amount of utility until after
selecting a branch). A better assumption is that consumers straightforwardly select the
option associated with the greatest utility. The decomposition above simply illustrates
the amount of utility specific to the final choice and the amount shared with all other
options in the same nest.
Equation 20 presents the lower-level decision conditional upon choosing a
specific nest, say broadband service. Any common utility obtained by subscribing to
broadband service generally (independent of the specific plan selected) is irrelevant to
this probability. Rather, the probability of subscribing to a specific service depends on
the additional utility the service provides relative to the additional utility provided by
other broadband services.
Equation 21, which describes the consumer’s higher-level decision, is the
probability that the final choice will be one of the options within Nest /. This decision
depends in part on the utility obtained at the nest level, which is independent of which
option is chosen within the nest. This portion of consumer utility is represented by the
first term of the numerator’s exponent (Wi). The decision also depends on the additional
utility obtained at the lower level, as represented by the second term of the numerator’s
exponent (2///), i.e., the inclusive value.
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The meaning of the inclusive value becomes apparent when considering the
distribution of the maximum value of multiple utility statements. It is easiest to
understand this distribution initially when assuming 1 = 1. If X =1, each of the utility
statements, which are comprised of a gumbel-distributed error term (jjtj) plus a constant
(Vj),

is gumbel-distributed with a location parameter (mode) equal to that constant, i.e.,

the explained portion of utility.
The distribution of the maximum value of multiple gumbel-distributed
observations depends on the number of these observations, e.g., the number of options
nested in a branch, and the location parameter of each relevant gumbel function, e.g., the
explained portion of additional utility. As derived in Ben-Akiva, Lerman (1996), the
expected value of the additional utility to be obtained by choosing the best alternative
within a specified branch (1=1) is as follows:

23.

E(max(Ynl + flnl,Y„2 + Mn2^ n 3 + Mn3 + •••)) = log^*"1 + eY"2 + eY"3 + ...)

Together, the first term of the numerator’s exponent (Equation 21) and the
inclusive value indicate the total expected utility obtained by choosing the best option
available within the specified nest. Of course, actual consumer utility obtained depends
on the best overall option’s combination of explained nest-level utility, explained lowerlevel utility, and gumbel-distributed unexplained utility.
If X is between 0 and 1, the inclusive value involves somewhat modified utility
functions. Specifically, the utility functions become “inflated” by division by X. These
modified functions are still gumbel-distributed, but the location parameter is now the
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utility statement divided by X. As such, application of Equation 23 to these functions
(using Yk/Xit instead of Yk) results in the expected maximum “inflated” additional utility
resulting from the lower-level choice. Subsequent multiplication by X in the inclusive
value (Equation 21) results in the desired expected value of additional utility.
The preceding analysis raises an important question. In terms of mathematical
operation, how does X “capture” error-term correlation within a nest? This question is
most easily answered with an example, in which X is initially restricted to equal 1. A
hypothetical analysis of demand for Internet service involves two nests, dial-up and
broadband, each with two service options. While the error terms for the broadband
services are independently distributed, the error terms of the dial-up options are highly
correlated. Prices and other alternative-specific variables are such that each of the four
providers has a 25-percent market share of a large group of consumers with similar traits.
It is now assumed that dial-up provider A and broadband provider A each lower their
monthly price by $10. Because the error terms for the dial-up options are highly
correlated, a substantial increase in DU provider A ’s share of the dial-up market is
expected. Likewise, BB provider A ’s share of the broadband market is expected to
increase, but not as dramatically. To induce these different increases in probability, the
price decreases must increase the utility associated with dial-up option A more than that
associated with broadband option A. Aside from being intuitively unpleasing, this
outcome results in biased probability estimates. This occurs because the expected
maximum additional utility from choosing a dial-up option is now greater than that
received from choosing a broadband option. Equation 21 therefore predicts that the
overall dial-up market share will increase relative to the broadband market share.
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By allowing for a flexible X, the above problem is avoided. Each of the
coefficients is divided by a nest-specific X, which inflates the “effect” of the coefficients
without changing their actual value. With respect to the above example, division by a X
of, say, 0.5 would effect an “inflated utility” equal in value to the estimated actual utility
resulting from doubling the value of each coefficient. Within a given nest, X inflates each
utility statement proportionately such that the absolute difference in inflated values is
sufficient to explain the observed effect of changes in independent variable values on
changes in choice probabilities. The higher the amount of error-term correlation within a
nest, the lower will be the value of X. By subsequently multiplying the expected
“inflated” maximum additional utility by X (Equation 21 inclusive value), the probability
of subscribing to a service in the dial-up nest reflects the actual expected utility of
subscribing to the best dial-up service. In the above example, the result of the flexible X
is that dial-up and broadband each continue to gamer 50 percent of the total market share,
but that dial-up provider A has a larger majority share of the dial-up market than
broadband provider A has of the broadband market.
In applying nested Logit, not all software packages divide the utility function
coefficients in the second term of equation 21’s numerator by X. In general, this
modification is unimportant. Although the values of the utility function coefficients
artificially increase as error-term correlation increases, multiplication by X in Equation 21
deflates the expected maximum “artificial” additional utility so that it reflects the actual
expected maximum additional utility. Thus, the predicted probabilities for each final
option remain unbiased. An exception to this outcome occurs when equality is imposed
on two or more coefficients, e.g., the price coefficients, in separate nests. In the case of
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the present example, imposing this requirement without dividing each lower-level
coefficient by the appropriate X overestimates the effect of price in the broadband market
(by imposing some amount of artificial coefficient inflation to improve the coefficient’s
fit in the dial-up market) and underestimates it in the dial-up market (by not allowing
sufficient artificial inflation of the coefficient).
As previously explained, the value of X is expected to lie between 0 and 1. A
value below zero suggests that an increase in the utility expected from choosing the best
option in a specific nest lowers the probability that consumers will choose an option from
that nest. This outcome is logically unsound and inconsistent with utility maximization.
Values of X greater than 1 are consistent with utility maximization for a certain range of
the independent variables only. Beyond this range, a change in an independent variable
that improves the utility associated with one option in a nest actually induces increased
probabilities of choosing each of the options within the nest. The consistency with utility
maximization of a value greater than 1 therefore depends critically on the values of the
explanatory variables actually used in estimation. Consistency is maintained if the
derivative of the probability of choosing a specified option with respect to the explained
utility o f each other option is negative if the derivative is odd and positive if the
derivative is even. Borch Supan (1990) show that this restriction applies only to
derivatives of order less than the number of options within each nest. Given this
restriction, Kling and Herriges (1996) and Gil-Molto and Hole (2004) specify acceptable
values of X for various observed probabilities of choosing each nested option.
It can easily be shown from equations 19 through 21 that some forms of IIA
remain in the nested Logit model. Specifically,
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a. Within each nest, the ratio of any two options’ probabilities is independent of
changes in the probability of choosing any other option. Equation 16, as adapted
to nested Logit instead of multinomial Logit (Equation 20 instead of 14) confirms
this finding.
b. Between nests, the ratio of any two nests’ probabilities is independent of changes
in the probability of choosing any other nest. This is confirmed by noting that the
probability of choosing Nest / is affected by the remaining nests only through the
denominator of equation 21. Similarly, the probability of choosing a
hypothesized “Nest o”, again shown by equation 21, is affected by the other nests
(including Nest /) only through the denominator. In calculating the ratio of Pi to
Po, the denominators cancel out, and only the estimated relative utilities of / and
o, in each equation’s respective numerator, remain relevant.
c. The ratio of the probabilities of choosing any two options from separate nests is
not independent of changes in the probability of choosing other options within
either nest. However, the ratio is independent of changes in the probability of
choosing options in other nests. This is confirmed by simplifying the ratio of two
choice probabilities (Equation 19), each choice pertaining to a separate nest. The
denominators of the probabilities are equal, and therefore cancel out. The righthand side of the numerators also cancel out if the options are in the same nest.
Otherwise, the ratio of the probabilities becomes the ratio of the former
numerators, each former numerator specifying the extent to which the probability
of choosing the option of interest is affected by other options in the same nest.
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If these assumptions are unrealistic for a specific model, either the nesting must be set
up differently or a different model of discrete choice should be employed.
As with the binomial Logit and multinomial Logit models, the nested Logit model is
estimated through MLE. Model coefficients, including X, are estimated to maximize the
likelihood of observing the sampled values. Consistent estimation can be performed in
sequential steps, or more efficient full-information estimation can be performed in one
step [see Greene (1997)].
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APPENDIX C.
SURVEY INSTRUMENT
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1. How many total individuals are there in your household?

2. How many adolescents are there in your household (ages 12 to 18)?

3. How many children are there in your household (ages 0 to 11)?

4. What is the highest education obtained in your household?
No High school Degree
College Degree

High school Degree
Graduate Degree

Some college

Other, Please explain____________

5. How old is the household’s main decision maker for major purchases?
Younger than 30

30-40

40-50

50-60

61 or older

6. Which race/ethnic background category best describes the household’s main
decision maker for major purchases?
Black

East Asian
Polynesian

Hispanic
White

Native American Indian

Other

7. Please rate your household’s overall interest (relative to other households) in
“high-tech” products such as HD television, home theater systems, satellite radio,
DVD players/recorders, digital cameras, etc.
Much less than average

Less than average

More than average

Average

Much More than average

8. Please rate the following four Internet capabilities from 1 to 5 on how much they
appeal to your household (items marked 1 do not appeal to your household; items
marked 5 are highly desirable to your household).
Browsing

E-mailand/orinstant messaging
Chat Sessions

Video/Music/Gaming

9. If anyone in the household regularly accesses the Internet at the workplace, a
public library, a school, or other public location, please state the location(s), e.g.,
public library, school, etc.

Ill

10. Does anyone in your household own a functioning computer?
Yes

No

If anyone in your household has a residential Internet subscription, please answer
questions 11-14. Otherwise, please skip to the next page.
11. Approximately how much do you pay per month for Internet Access?
$____________
12. How many days per week does someone in the household typically access the
Internet at hom e?_______
13. Who is your Internet Provider, i.e., Qwest, Comcast, etc. (NOTE: Ensure
respondent is aware information will be used to ascertain connection speed, and not
for commercial purposes)? ______________
14. Assume your home computer(s) has become inoperable and is not covered by a
warranty. Further assume the going rate for a new computer i s
. Given this
scenario, would you obtain a new home computer:
Yes

Probably would

Probably would not

No

15. Please answer the following question to your best ability.
Assume that economic conditions are such that the going rate for a new computer is
. If you presently own any home computer(s), it has become inoperable and is not
covered by warranty. If you presently have a home Internet subscription, assume it has
just expired and that your specific plan is no longer offered. Now assume that Tooele has
only three residential Internet service plans available. Your computer/Internet choices
are summarized below:
(Note: show interviewee “Scenario 1” sheet summarizing following costs and speeds)
Feature
Speed
Cost
Replacement Computer
NA
$
Dial-up Internet
Dial-up Speed
$
per month
High Speed Internet A
times Dial-up Speed
$
per month
High Speed Internet B
times Dial-up Speed
$
per month
Given the above scenario, which course of action would your household would most
likely take:
Live without a computer or Internet service.
Buy computer, Live without Internet service.
Buy computer, subscribe to the Dial-up option.
Buy computer, subscribe to the High-speed A option.
Buy computer, subscribe to the High-speed B option.
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16. Please answer the same question posed above with respect to the table below.
(Note: show interviewee “Scenario 1” sheet summarizing following costs and speeds)
Feature
Speed
Cost
Replacement Computer
NA
$
Dial-up Internet
Dial-up Speed
$
per month
High Speed Internet A
times Dial-up Speed
$
per month
High Speed Internet B
times Dial-up Speed
$
per month
Live without a computer or Internet service.
Buy computer, Live without Internet service.
Buy computer, subscribe to the Dial-up option.
Buy computer, subscribe to the High-speed A option.
Buy computer, subscribe to the High-speed B option.

17. Please answer the same question posed above with respect to the table below.
(Note: show interviewee “Scenario 1” sheet summarizing following costs and speeds)
Feature
Speed
Cost
Replacement Computer
NA
$
Dial-up Internet
Dial-up Speed
$
per month
High Speed Internet A
times Dial-up Speed
$
per month
High Speed Internet B
times Dial-up Speed
$
per month
Live without a computer or Internet service
Buy computer, Live without Internet service
Buy computer, subscribe to the Dial-up option.
Buy computer, subscribe to the High-speed A option.
Buy computer, subscribe to the High-speed B option.

18. Also, if Internet services became unavailable (or prohibitively expensive), would
you still buy a replacement computer at the above cost ($___)? Please circle:
Yes

Probably would

Probably would not

No

19. What is your household yearly income (Please circle)?
Less than $20,000

$20,000-$30,000

$40,000-$50,000

$50,000-$75,000

Greater than $100,000
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$30,000-$40,000
$75,000-$100,000

Scenario 1:

Cost of new computer: $

Options
DialUp
Speed
Cost

Dial-Up
Speed
$

Broadband
1

Broadband
2

x Dial-Up
Speed

x Dial-Up
Speed

$
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$

Scenario 2:

Cost of new computer: $

Options
DialUp
Speed
Cost

Dial-Up
Speed
$

Broadband

Broadband
2

x Dial-Up
Speed

x Dial-Up
Speed

1

$
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$

Scenario 3:

Cost of new computer: $

Options
DialUp
Speed

Cost

Dial-Up
Speed
$

Broadband
1

Broadband
2

x Dial-Up
Speed

x Dial-Up
Speed

$
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